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CHAPTER ONE

A ROOKIE AT THE RESERVE OFFICER'S TRAINING CAMP.
During July, 1917, I was in Columbia, S. C., helping to audit the books of the Southern
Cotton Oil Company's District Office at that place. For several years I had been cashier
of this company's plant at Greenwood, S. C., and during the dull summer season I had
asked for auditing work as a diversion from my routine work at the Greenwood Oil Mill.
At that time the National Army Containment at Camp Jackson was being built on the site
of the old state militia grounds, formerly called Camp Styx, about six miles from
Columbia. Within a few weeks the woods and fields of this old summer camping place
were to be transformed into a city of barracks and drill grounds, capable of caring for
about 40,000 of the young men who were soon to be drafted into the service of Uncle
Sam, this being the approximate number of men in a complete division.
Naturally, Columbia was in a fever of patriotic excitement over the coming of the
soldiers and the humming of the army trucks, dozens of them in a column, as they carried
thousands of workmen from the city to the camp n the mornings and back again to the
city in the evenings. Pershing, with the vanguard of the American forces, had just landed
in France, and America was fast awaking to the fact that she was actually at war.
Every newspaper in the nation was carrying daily appeals for men to go to the second
series of Reserve Officers' Training Camps, (R.O.T.C.) to be opened August 27th, 1917,
in various parts of the United States. Being in the midst of all these warlike preparations
in and around Columbia, it was natural that I should absorb some of the excitement. I
had had some serious thoughts in the preceding spring of entering the first R.O.T.C. But,
not realizing fully the seriousness of the situation, I had put it off. However, by July I felt
that I must heed the calls for young men of college training to prepare to train the
millions of recruits that would be flocking to the colors a few months later.
Accordingly, I made application to the army officer at the Citadel, who had charge of the
selection of R.O.T.C. candidates for South Carolina, and was told to report for
examination at the Jefferson Hotel, in Columbia, August 10th, at 9 A. M. I did so, and
after I had answered a few questions asked by the Lieutenant, he read the three letters of
reference he had in his files from Messrs. J. K. Durst, Sr. and J. H. Parks, of Greenwood.
and A. S. Kennedy, of Due West. He then sent me into the next room to the examining
surgeon, who put me through all kind of gymnastics and the most rigid physical
examination.
A few days later I received notice that I had been accepted, and my first army order
directed me to proceed to Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., in Chickamauga Park, and report to the
commanding officer on August 27th. In the mean time we had finished the audit of the

Columbia Office, and had gone to Charleston to audit the mill there. I was spending a
very pleasant time living on Sullivan's Island.
About August 22nd I left Charleston, and started on the long journey that at last took me
to the trenches of France. I went via Greenwood, Abbeville, and Due West, where I had
friends and loved ones to tell good-bye; and, being the first of its kind, this was the
hardest farewell of them all, not excepting the one of the next June, just before we sailed.
Along with about 4500 other "rookies," I reported at Fort. Oglethorpe on August 26th,
one day ahead of schedule. I did not want to take chances on being late for the war!
After registering and being assigned to Co. I, I drew some equipment and donned a
uniform. I t was called a uniform, but what we had in those early days was about as ununiform as any garments could well be. I said I "donned" a uniform, but it was
piecemeal. The first day I was issued an old hat and a second hand wool shirt, a bunk,
mattress, blankets, gun, bayonet, etc. Next day I drew an old, faded, ill-fitting blouse and
pants, and a few days later I had a pair of heavy second hand army shoes thrown at me.
They were a size or two too large for me then, but before the three months' training
period was over my feet had filled them up.
Then followed three months of the hardest physical labor and mental work I had ever
done. Company I was under command of Captain Walker of the reserve corps. Our
regular army instructor was a West Pointer, Captain Leonard, of the Machine Gun
Company of the 6th Infantry, cold blooded but fair and impartial. Our other company
officers were 1st Lieut. Palmer and 2nd Lieuts. Ray and Taylor, the latter a Canadian who
had served two years at the front in the British army, a perfect gentleman and a great
favorite with the boys. Col. Slocum was our camp commandant, and Major Anderson
was senior instructor.
Much could be written of these three months. Intensive training it was called, and
intensive training it was. From morning until night, it was drill, drill, drill! After drilling
from 7:30 to 11:30 and from 1:00 to 4:30, we studied from 7:00 until 9:00 every evening.
Woe betide the luckless candidate whose awkward hands dropped a rifle at drill! Next
day he would do the manual of arms with a broom. He who failed to say "Sir" each time
he addressed an officer; who looked aside ever so slightly when we passed a pretty
Chattanooga girl as we marched at attention; who got out of step, left a particle of dirt
under his bunk, or had his pillow laid wrong; who left the least trace of oil in a tiny
hidden screw-head on his gun at inspection; who had his handkerchief to this nose at drill
when the officer called "Attention!" A l l these went into the "awkward squad" to do close
order drill and double time in our spare hours. And when Capt. Leonard finished an
awkward squad drill, his was the only tongue that was not hanging out. And he did not
stand still and make them run round him in a hollow square, either, as some did.
In later months many an officer led heroic assaults in the face of enemy fire with much
less fear than he exhibited in the last few weeks at Training Camp when he was called out
to drill a platoon or company under the critical eye of the instructors, and many were the
"bailings out" in those awful days, when commissions were hanging in the balance.

Never shall I forget my first attempt to drill troops. I t was while we were out at the rifle
range at Catoosa Springs, 14 miles from camp, whither we had hiked with full packs, and
where we spent a week in target practice, getting our first taste of life in "pup tent."
While part of the company was shooting, the other part was doing something else. No
time was wasted. On this particular day, Lieut. Palmer, a priggish little Yankee with a
toothbrush mustache, a product of the first R.O.T.C., whom we both hated and feared,
divided the boys who were not at the rifle pits into two platoons, and put each platoon on
two hillsides about 100 yards apart, with a deep valley between. One by one he singled
us out to drill the platoon over on the opposite hillside. They were poor drill grounds,
rough, mountainous, full of gullies and fences, out of which, of course, the drill master
must keep his platoon. Never before or since have I been so frightened as when Lieut.
Palmer called me out for the test in drilling. As I said, it was my first attempt, and a
"rookie's" voice could hardly carry across the valley at best. M y right hand might seem
to be their left, and I was so scared that I hardly knew my right hand from my left. And
so, when I gave a command which I thought would turn them to my left, they turned
instead to their left and marched straight into a wire fence and broke in confusion before I
could think of a command to keep them out of it. In disgrace and ignominy I was
relieved of command and my record was charged with a failure. But this was in the early
days of the camp; otherwise I might have been plucked by the efficiency board.
Toward the close of the camp every few days a number of candidates (we were all
candidates for commissions) were summoned to the orderly room and subjected to an
ordeal of quizzing before the company officers. They were asked all manner of questions
as to their past history, why they were in the army, why they wanted a commission, etc.
If they showed signs of being easily rattled, left off a "sir" or a salute, did a sloppy aboutface or moved so much as an eyelash during the inquisition, back to civilian life or the
draft camp (as privates) they went. So efficient was this "plucking board" that the
personnel of the camp was reduced about one third before its close.
It was during these days of weeding out that a rather amusing incident occurred. The
company went out to the drill grounds one afternoon as usual, and the captain called out
the names of the candidates who were to be tried out that afternoon in drilling the
platoons. A n officer would stay with each platoon and watch those drilling it, and,
incidentally, tangle them up if possible. One young Pennsylvanian (our camp was full of
them) was on trial and Capt. Leonard was chaperoning. The platoon was headed
westward towards the woods. Capt. Leonard told the acting commander to face them
toward the East. "Squads right (or left) about" was all he had to command, but he could
not think of it. He gave several commands which could not be executed from their
formation, so the platoon properly marched straight ahead. The men reached the woods,
and still they went on. Capt. Leonard commenced to rave and tear his hair, saying "turn
them round—they are getting into the woods." A l l in vain. Out into the woods the
platoon went. Finally, in desperation, the poor fellow invented a command of his own:
"Squads East, D--- it to h---, Get out of these woods!" That broke the drill for a few
minutes, and the luckless candidate packed up his belongings that night and started for
Pennsylvania.

During these trying weeks we had a bit of relaxation on week ends. Drill ceased at
11 A. M. on Saturday, after inspection and review. Soon the camp would be almost
deserted, for nearly all the boys went to Chattanooga, where they were entertained at
dances and social functions at the city hotels, the Country Club, Lookout Mountain, and
Signal Mountain Inn. Dressed in new serge suits (which we had bought in anticipation of
our commissions) wrapped puttees, and the red, white, and blue hat cords of candidates,
these young hopefuls felt every bit as important as the already commissioned officers.
Not caring for dancing or the other social functions, I was very fortunate in having
relatives in the city, and I spent almost every weekend in the home of my cousins, Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome O. Devlin, on McCallie Street. The pleasure and comfort of making
myself perfectly at home with them during my six months in Chickamauga Park did
much toward making the new life bearable.
On November 27th, all the candidates who had not been sent home, numbering about
2800, were commissioned into the United States Reserve Corps and National Army.
Two were made majors, a few captains, more 1st lieutenants, but the "shavetails" (second
lieutenants) were in the vast majority; and for once I was on the winning side.
Dressed as officers, all save the insignia of rank, we received our commissions and a
hearty handshake from Brig. Gen. DuVal, then commanding the Southeastern
Department. Soon the streets of Chattanooga were thronged with these new officers, for
we immediately put on our insignia, and we became full fledged army officers, entitled to
the salute. And salute was about all we did the rest of that day. The first time I was
saluted I began to feel my importance. Long before dark the militia artillerymen doing
guard duty around our camp became physically exhausted and ceased the salute, giving
the newly exalted officers their first opportunity to "Bawl out" the poor enlisted men.
Having received our assignments to active duty and our leaves until Dec. 15th with our
commissions, we left that day for our homes. I first went to Sanford, Fla. to visit my two
sisters, Mrs. Frank Woodruff and Mrs. Jay Beck. The last day I was there, as we were
finishing dinner just before train time, my young nephew Ralph Woodruff looked up
with a tear glistening in his eye and said, "Well, Roddey, this may be last meal we will
ever eat together." And I knew he was only giving voice to the thoughts of all of us. I
spent the remainder of my leave in South Carolina; then came another sad farewell. But
by this time my army life must have begun to make a little impression on me, for I stood
this farewell better than the first, though I then expected to go to France before I saw any
of my people and friends again. When I left Greenwood to return to camp, the ground
was covered with the heaviest snowfall this section had experienced in many a year.

CHAPTER TWO

WITH THE REGULARS IN CHICKAMAUGA PARK.

My assignment was to the 51st Infantry, Regular Army, then stationed in Chickamauga
Park. How little had I thought a few short months previously that I would ever be
a soldier of any kind; and here I was, assigned as an officer in the regular army! I n
asking men to apply for admission to the Second Reserve Officers' Training Camps the
government had said that men were wanted to qualify as officers to train the men who
would be called under the second "increment" of the draft. But many of us were put in
regular army divisions, so we got to France ahead of many of the officers who attended
the first camps.
Major Bucker was in command of the 51st Infantry regiment when I reported on Dec.
15, and he assigned me to K Co., of which 2nd Lieut. DeMuth was commanding officer.
Snow was 6 inches deep in the park, and it was bitterly cold. We had very little wood
(green) and most of the time we could get no coal. The men had poor shoes, and often
we had to excuse some of them from drill because they had no soles to keep them
off the snow. A t this time the regular regiments in the park were only skeletonized,
never having been recruited to full war strength, and being constantly depleted to form
ammunition trains, machine gun battalions, etc., and to form the nucleus of the National
Army Divisions then being formed.
January 4th I was transferred to A Co. of the 16th Machine Gun Battalion, to which
organization I belonged until I was discharged 16 months later. Capt. Hearn, a 6 foot 6
inch West Pointer, was battalion commander. This was the (Sixth) Divisional Machine
Gun Battalion, and was to be motorized. MOTORIZED! Think of that! While the poor
doughboys were trudging along in the mud, carrying their heavy guns and packs, we
were to RIDE in our trucks! I t came true for one day's march, about a month after the
armistice.
At first our battalion comprised four companies, one from each of the infantry regiments
of the division, which was the Sixth, (afterwards known in France s the Sight Seeing
Sixth) formed a few months previously when the troops returned from the Mexican
border. About this time, however, the army tables of organization were changed, and
two of our companies were transferred to the 17th and 18th Battalions, making them four
company battalions, and leaving us only two. The machine gun companies were already
at full strength, 172 men, and we at once got down to such drills as the severe weather
and the absence of any machine guns made possible.

Machine gunners were said to belong to the suicide club of the army, and men from
other branches of the service often entertained us with rather depressing stories about
the average life of a machine gunner after reaching the firing line on the Western Front.
Some of these computations allowed us as long as 30 minutes, and some as short as 30
seconds, but the favorite span of life allotted to us seemed to be about 11 minutes. So we
did not expect to see as much of France as Providence finally favored us with.
After the re-organization of the Battalion, Capt. Thomas Hearn retained its command.
A Company's officers were: 1st Lieuts. King, Kinlock, and Ewing, 2nd Lieuts. Bedell,
Margeson, and myself. B Company's: ist Lieuts. Whitton and Edwards, 2nd Lieuts.
Cocke, Smith, and Tolson; Adjutant, 2nd Lieut. Black; Supply Officer, 1st Lieut.
Allanach. With two exceptions, all these officers were southerners. Capt. Hearn was
from Alabama, and so was Edwards. Whitton, Tolson, Allanach, and Smith were from
North Carolina; Kinlock and I from South Carolina; Bedell and Cocke from Georgia,
and Margeson had lived in Atlanta for six or eight years, though his early home was in
New Hampshire; our thoroughbred Yankees were Black from Pennsylvania and King
from Delaware. Every family is said to have its black sheep, and ours was no exception.
And since we had to have one, I am proud to say that he hailed from the North side of the
Mason and Dixon line. But more of that later, after we reach the front.
During the six months that I was in Chickamauga Park, I enjoyed very much the natural
beauties of the grounds, with the miles and miles of good gravel and paved roads winding
here and there throughout the many square miles of the wooded reservation. A s you well
remember, one of the major battles of the Civil War was fought here, and hundreds of
battle monuments literally cover the landscape, marking the spots where various units
of both sides distinguished themselves. Numerous tablets depict the maneuvers and
tactics used by commanders in the historic struggle. And not far away, on the slopes of
Lookout Mountain, we could see more monuments, marking the site of another famous
battleground — Missionary Ridge. On one occasion when we were digging practice
trenches on famous Snodgrass Hill (scene of one of the decisive charges of the battle of
Chickamauga) some one unearthed some human bones and a few old rusty brass buttons,
on which one could make out the letters "CSA," showing that gallant Confederate
soldiers had fallen and been buried there. I t is small wonder that we had the feeling
that we were treading on hallowed soil, as we marched or drilled among these sacred
monuments.

CHAPTER THREE
THE INFANTRY SCHOOL OF ARMS,
AT FT. SILL, OKLAHOMA.
March 1 6th. 1918, Lieutenants Margeson, Tolson, and I reported to the Infantry School of
Arms, at the old army post at Ft. Sill, Olda., for a two months' course in the Machine
Gun section of that school. When we left Chickamauga Park we hardly expected to
return there, as rumors were thick that our Sixth Division would soon start across the
pond. En route to Oklahoma we spent part of a day with my old friend and class mate at
Erskine college, Grover McCormick, and he was so kind and generous, making our few
hours there very pleasant. We also stopped over for a day in the typical western boom
city of Oklahoma City, which in the 25 years of its existence has grown to a city of
100,000 population or more.
These two months at Ft. Sill were almost as hard as the three months at Training Camp,
and the strain was almost as great. For on every occasion the instructors told us that
those who failed to pass would be sent back to their divisions in disgrace, with good
chances of being tried by the "plucking board" for inefficiency. A t this school we
received our first introduction to machine guns, for none of us from our battalion had
ever done more than look at one before this, as we had not then received any of our
machine gun equipment. This placed us at a decided disadvantage in the school, for most
of the other officers had been handling their guns for some time. What we learned here
was inestimable value to us later.
The Machine Gun section was headed by Maj. Groninger, an old regular. He was the
best natured regular army officer I ever met. He did not know much about machine guns
or their use, and he made no bones about it. But he could tell good jokes and make a
good bluff, so he got away with it. The instructors were Opts. Meredith and Bagby,
USA, and Capt. Price, of the British army. A l l these officers were princes, and Capt.
(Daddy) Price, with his motto, "Despise not comic relief," endeared himself to us as few
other men have done. The influence upon the U. S. machine gun personnel of this expert
in machine gun tactics, this perfect gentleman with his boundless store of wit, can hardly
be imagined.
From the sergeant instructors we learned the mechanical operation of the guns. We
learned the names of each of the 200 or more parts of the Vickers machine guns, what
function each performed, how to take the guns apart and re-assemble them in the quickest
time, racing against the second hands of the watch. We learned how to remove a broken
part while blindfolded or in the dark, as we would have to do when we reached the firing
line, provided we lived long enough.

Drills and maneuvers and tactical exercises were conducted by the officer instructors, and
many lectures were given on machine gun tactics. We learned from them how to select
good gun positions, how to figure our fire data for indirect fire, such as firing over a low
hill at enemy trenches beyond, invisible, of course, and to hit a target at night a mile or
more away, or how to aim at a church steeple (in France one is seldom out of sight of a
church steeple) and hit an enemy cross roads 1000 or more yards to its right or left. With
good maps and instruments it is a simple matter of calculation and table reading. I t is
rather fascinating work, and in spite of the name of "suicide club," I would prefer the
machine gun branch to any other in the army. I t is a right satisfying feeling to know that
you have in your trigger thumb the power to fire 500 shots a minute, the shots coming so
fast that 12 of them will penetrate a man at 100 yards before his body can fall out of the
way.
All day we worked with our guns or heard lectures and took notes for future help, and for
two hours each night we studied and worked up our notes. Each Saturday we had an
examination or a test on mechanism, and on these and our note books we were strictly
graded. Thanks to my little portable Corona typewriter, my notes must have been rather
creditable, for my grade was 95%, and I qualified as assistant divisional instructor, which
was as high as a second louie could get.
We were glad when the course was finished, for soldiers always like a change, and the
dry, dusty, windswept plains of Oklahoma, with their sandstorms, prairie dogs,
rattlesnakes, etc. did not appeal to us, who liked to see an occasional shower and a few
green trees about the landscape. A t night the gophers would come into our tents and
crawl over us as we slept, and the dust would get half an inch deep on our floors and cots
while we were out at drill. Really, there was not much to choose between Ft. Sill dust
and French mud. And the gophers scampering over our bed covers were a foretaste of
our coming experiences with the trench rats of France.

CHAPTER FOUR
BACK IN SOUTH CAROLINA AT CAMP WADSWORTH
While we were at Ft. Sill, several changes took place in our battalion and division at Fort
Oglethorpe. Maj. Terrell, of Texas, took command of the battalion, Capt. Van Fleet of
Florida, took A Co., and Capt. Hearn, who had been commanding the battalion, took B
Co., all three of these being West Pointers. Part of the 6th Division, consisting of all the
machine gun companies, division headquarters, and the entire 12th infantry brigade, had
moved from Chickamauga Park to the tented cantonment of Camp Wadsworth, near
Spartanburg, S. C., just vacated by the 27th Division, New York National Guard, who had
gone to France, where they later helped the 30th Division to break the famed and terrible
Hindenburg Line.
On May 1 lth I left Oklahoma, and on the 15th I rejoined my battalion at Wadsworth,
stopping over with my sister Ida in Greenville the night of May 14th. The next weekend I
spent in Greenwood, where I had a wonderful time. I t was so nice to get back among
people and places that I knew.
On May 28th and 29th the three machine gun battalions and the two machine gun
companies of the 12th brigade marched up into the foothills of the Blue Ridge to the rifle
ranges near Landrum, S. C. A few weeks previously our full equipment of Vickers
machine guns had arrived, and we had two of the new Browning guns in the battalion for
study and demonstration. After we had built our little camps and pitched our tents, and
had graded a 1000 inch machine gun range (how Lieut. Margeson's detail of 200 men
with mules and scrapes had leveled that mountainside!) we spent a strenuous three weeks
at target practice. Those awful days at Landrum will always be a kind of nightmare to
me. The new Liberty time (daylight saving) had just run our watches up one hour, and it
seemed that first call for reveille sounded about two hours after taps; and taps sounded at
bed time before dark. As soon as it was light enough to see, we were on the range firing;
and all through those long spring days we stood over those six machine guns giving fire
orders. One who has never heard them has no idea how much noise a battery of machine
guns can make. We kept our ears full of cotton, but even with that, those days were hard
on the nerves. While one half of the company was firing, the other half was being
instructed in the mechanism of the guns. The Ft. Sill graduates had plenty of opportunity
to show what they knew about the guns. A light case of smallpox developed in A Co. at
this time, so we had to go into quarantine and build a small range of our own.
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After two weeks of this I was detailed to go on the division's overseas advance party, and
Maj. Terrell gave me a three day leave to go home before sailing for France. So on the
9th of June I went to Greenville, spent the night with sister Ida's family, then went to
Abbeville and Greenwood. How sweet those last three days at home and how short!
Perhaps they would be the last, in fact. How valiantly did I strive to keep a bold and
smiling front! I must have acted the hypocrite with some degree of success, for I recall a
remark of this kind, peeved like: "You seem glad to leave us to go off to France." But
loved ones made it easier by bluffing, too, and I did not leave with tear stained cheeks, as
I might have done, had they been less brave.
Returning to Landrum, I stayed there on the range till June 16th. On that day our advance
detail went back to Wadsworth to prepare for the ocean voyage to which we had looked
forward so long. For the 16th M. B. Battalion this detail consisted of 2hd Lieuts. Dedell,
Margeson, Black (who had been relieved as adjutant by Lieut. Allanach) and myself, and
three sergeants from each company. For several days we waited at Wadsworth for
orders, staying at Spartanburg hotels and reporting each morning at camp.
On the morning of June 20th we received orders to entrain at Spartanburg the next
evening at 8 o'clock. Being off duty within 65 miles of home, and on the eve of going on
such an eventful journey, was too much of a temptation for me. So on that afternoon, for
the first and only time during my army service, I went absent without leave (AWOL, in
army parlance) and spent that afternoon and night in Greenwood. That evening was the
saddest and happiest of my life, for I became engaged, ----, but that is entirely personal
history, and has no place in this little war diary.
The advance party of the 12th Brigade and Division Headquarters, with Brig. Gen. James
B. Erwin, commanding general of the 6th Division, boarded a special troop train near
Spartanburg at 8 P. M., June 21, and we were off for the Port of Embarkation, at New
York. It was my first trip on a troop train; and many a time, in France, did I recall that
luxurious trip to New York in a solid Pullman train. The French people would drop dead
in their tracks if they could even see a tourist train like that, much less a troop train.
Every one, from Gen. Erwin to the buck non-com, had a Pullman berth. How different
from the little "40 and 8" box car side door Pullmans which were to carry us over much
of France! We had the right of way over everything on the rails, and we thundered
through large towns and small, cheered and waved at by thousands. As we passed
through Wilmington, Delaware, near the DuPont Powder works, hundreds of school
children cheered us enthusiastically. Above the din we heard one little fellow of 8 or 9
years yell out, "Give that old Kaiser Hell!"
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Early on the morning of June 25th, we detrained at Garden City, Long Island, and had
breakfast at the hotel for about $ I N per. A t Chattanooga, Spartanburg, New York,
Paris, it was always the same. A n American officer in uniform was the legitimate prey of
the patriotic (?) business man. Eight dollars each for rooms in Chattanooga hotels that
traveling men could get for four. Fifty and sixty dollars for a uniform or army overcoat,
when good civilian suits could be bought for half as much. We had grown accustomed to
being gouged by our fellow Americans long before the French tried it on us. But we will
be charitable and hope the gougers bought Liberty bonds with their riches.
Pardon this digression. We had just reached Long Island. From the railroad stations we
were led by a guide to Camp Mills, where we were assigned tents. Not being with our
outfits, we had very little to do, and we spent a wonderful three days sightseeing in
Gotham, reporting at Camp Mills every morning at 8 o'clock. Here we awaited the 1 lth
Brigade advance party, this brigade having remained at Chickamauga. During these days
of waiting for the boat, my state of mind was strangely different from what I had thought
it would be. I was not nervous or excited. I had very little thought of never getting back
to America. In fact, most soldiers were anxious to go and finish the job, which we
plainly saw would not be finished up over there until we reached there in sufficient
numbers to break the deadlock on the Western Front. We had been training and drilling,
we had been fed on methods of killing without getting killed, of how to get Fritz'
breakfast on the ends of our bayonets, letting it grease our rifle barrels, until we were
anxious for the fray. Strange how a few months of training could turn easy-going,
peaceloving civilians into hardened, almost bloodthirsty soldiers.

CHAPTER FIVE

ON A TRANSPORT—EASTWARD BOUND
The stay at the port was over all too soon. I t was my first trip to New York, and I was
enjoying it immensely. On June 27th we entrained at Camp Mills on the Long Island
Railway and went to the ferry, which took us to Hoboken. There we were served
sandwiches and coffee for the last time in America by the Red Cross ladies. We filled
out form post cards announcing our safe arrival overseas, addressed them to our loved
ones, and, breathing a prayer for their safe delivery, we placed them in mail sacks, to be
posted the day our transport landed overseas. We boarded the converted Union-Castle
mail steamer Saxon, a 12,000 ton vessel which accommodated about 2500 troops. Before
the war she had been engaged in carrying mail from England to Africa. The ship
completed loading during the night, and we began to move out on the morning of June
28t11• Before the wheels began to turn in the engine room every uniformed man was
driven below decks, and not a soldier was visible as we glided past the Statue of Liberty
and put to sea. This precaution was taken on account of German spies and sympathizers
and the submarine menace.
In the outer harbor we joined a great convoy, 12 other huge ships, all camouflaged with
fantastic streaks of gray, white, and black, resembling the braking waves. Every effort
was made to keep secret the fact that a convoy was starting; but such a thing was
impossible, and I am convinced that Kaiser Wilhelm and his spies knew of the sailing of
every transport and approximately the number of troops aboard.
The Saxon's position was exactly in the center of the convoy. Bravely leading the way
was the USS cruiser Huntington; in the rear was an English "Mystery Ship," perhaps the
fastest boat of them all. She was in the nature of a decoy for submarines. She was small,
built to resemble a slow tank ship, and apparently unarmed. But her sides could easily be
dropped, and then she became a heavily armed warship, with almost unheard-of speed,
more than a match for any unwary submarine. A l l this we found out months afterward,
reading newspaper descriptions of the British "Q boats." We knew then that the queer
looking boat which had followed us across the Atlantic was one of them.
A huge dirigible maneuvered over us until we lost sight of land, and several destroyers
escorted us for two days and then turned back. Only a few weeks earlier several enemy
subs had raided the Atlantic coast, destroying scores of small ships; and there was at that
time, perhaps, as much danger from them on the American as on the European side.
Immediately in front of the Saxon was the Justitia, an immense vessel of about 40,000
tons, carrying about 8,000 troops. She was said to be the third largest transport in
service, and we heard that she was sunk on her return trip after a 24 hour fight with a
swarm of German subs. No attempt was made to convoy returning troop ships. Each
shifted for herself, making a run for it and trusting to her two or three guns of sizes
varying from 5 to 6 inches.

For fourteen days we steamed a zig-zag course, not a light showing and no smoking on
deck after dark. We were even cautioned about letting our radiolite wrist watches show
on deck at night. Each man on board was assigned to a certain lifeboat, and several times
daily lifeboat drills were held. Every man either wore or carried his life preserver and
pistol belt at all times, and we slept within easy reach of them. The officers had
staterooms and the enlisted men slept in hammocks, slung so closely together that they
almost touched. The troop quarters were divided into troop decks. and an officer was
constantly on duty in each to preserve order and get the men out without a stampede in
case of an alarm or a torpedo from a submarine. A sharp watch was kept at all times for
the periscopes of subs, and rosters were kept for troop deck and submarine watch duty. I
was on duty for eight hours at a time every other day in troop deck #7, far below the
water line.
Before we lost sight of New York's famous skyline, I began to feel myself slipping, and I
could barely finish my supper the first night out. For two days I was considerably "under
the weather," and lay on my bunk most of the time except when on watch. I was too sick
to eat, but not willing to beg off guard duty. On my way to the hot, close, foul smelling
deck where I was to go on as an officer of the guard for my first 8 hour tour, I had to lean
over the rail and "feed the fishes," and that 8 hours seemed like a lifetime. I was
miserable, but I drew some comfort from the worse plight of others. One poor private,
returning from a hurried trip to the rail, remarked, in all seriousness, "If my girl ever
marries me, she will have to come to France; for I am never going back across all this
water again." Which reminds me of the saying of an ignorant negro soldier on another
boat: "1 aint never gwine to cross dis yere oshean no more. I'se gwine back by de way
of New Awleens." But after the first two or three days I recovered and enjoyed the
voyage immensely.
The weather was fine and the table fare excellent—at least for the officers. The
difference between the accommodations for officers and enlisted men on the transports
going over and returning and on the troop trips in France was ample reward for the three
hard months of training camp, even had we received no benefits at other times. I felt so
sorry for the poor fellows down in the hot, stuffy, sour-smelling holds; for in spite of all
we could do for their comfort, they had a tough time. On account of the pressing need of
the allied armies for help, the transports were carrying at least twice as many men each
trip as they should have carried, and conditions were necessarily bad.
On July 4th, in mid-ocean, we had an elaborate turkey dinner, and a rather unique
experience. A t 11 A. M. our protecting cruiser fired a national salute of 21 guns at 30
second intervals, while approximately 40,000 officers and men stood rigidly at attention
on the decks of British transports. But in their joy over the fact that we Americans were
now bound for European shores to help them defeat the Huns, the British crews bore us
no resentment for celebrating on British decks the day we declared our independence of
British rule.

Wonderful was the scenery on each side of the narrow stream. Stone walls and pretty
hedges divided the tiny farms along the slopes of the hills. The variegated colors of he
crops on the little farms made the hills look like the sharply defined patches of a huge
crazy quilt. People cheered us all along the river. We spent the night at a good sized
town called Greenock, casting anchor there and waiting for the tide. We were anxious to
go ashore that night and see what Scotland really was like, but not a pass was given.
Next day at high tide we proceeded up the river, and in the afternoon we stepped ashore
at Glasgow. But again we were denied a chance to see Scotch life, for, after waiting on
the dock for two hours, we boarded a funny little side door train, each car of which was
about the size of a large automobile. How we did laugh at those little "carriages!" But
inside they were little palaces. Two little engines were hitched to our string of little
carriages, and we were off on another journey. Those engines were small but they
packed plenty of power, and we fairly flew. We must have averaged nearly sixty miles
per hour for the entire trip, most of which was covered during the night, so that we did
not see as much of the scenery along the route as we wished.
During the last few days on the transport, and on this railroad journey, speculation was
rife as to our probable destination. When we left Spartanburg, we all understood that we
were going on a school detail. And all the machine gunners felt sure that we were going
to Grantham, near London, for a course in the best machine gun school in the world. But
later it began to be whispered about that we were going to school in France, and some
even had it "straight" that we were going directly into the front line trenches as observers.
At Glasgow our baggage was loaded into cars marked "Southampton." When we saw
this we knew that we would not stop in England, for Southampton was the port next door
to France.
The ride southward through Scotland and England was without incident. We were
cheered enthusiastically by thousands of small children, especially in Scotland, where at
this time American soldiers were still something of a novelty. We passed through
Carlisle, Derby, Birmingham, and Manchester; and everywhere we commented on the
absence of the men. Women seemed to be doing all the work, even to firing the railroad
engines and handling the freight. A t Carlisle we stopped a few minutes, and Scotch
lassies served us hot, black, bitter coffee mixed with chickory, no milk and less sugar.
Ugh! I t was like quinine. I tasted it and then walked down the track a little way and
poured it out. I liked coffee, but I could not manage that stuff. A t Derby about 2 A.M.
English ladies served us more of the same. But we could not relish it. For the first time
we were seeing, tasting, feeling the actual pinch of war.
About noon, July I 1th, we reached Southampton and marched out to an AmericanEnglish rest camp about three miles from the station for dinner, after which we were
given several hours' leave to see the sights of the English port city. The curious little
shops amused us. We bought our overseas caps and Sam Browne belts and put them on,
for we were now truly overseas and a part of the A. E. F. About dark we boarded the
channel steamer Prince George, and after a very rough night passage disembarked at
L'Havre, France, on Friday morning, July 12th, (almost Friday 13th).

CHAPTER SIX
THE FIRST WEEKS IN FRANCE
ANOTHER MACHINE GUN SCHOOL
At last we were in France, and one who has not experienced it has very little idea of our
sensations. Three thousand miles from home, on a friendly but foreign shore, with a
strange jargon all round us. For most of us it was our first close contact with a foreign
language, and how we did treasure the few French words and phrases which we
remembered from our college days. But we were fortunate in that we were not expected
to know any French, for complete arrangements had been made to care for us, and we
associated with Americans almost exclusively. American military police (M. Ps.) were
everywhere to direct us, and guides were usually available, and nearly every company
had a few men who could speak enough French to interpret.
The British had been landing troops at L'Havre for three years, and Americans had been
coming there for months. So arrangements had been made for the English speaking
troops to use the same rest camps. We marched out to Rest Camp #2, where we found
very comfortable quarters. On the way out we passed hundreds of German prisoners of
war, very curiously and (apparently) good-naturedly watching us, as they very
contentedly worked among the docks and warehouses under French guards. Here, as in
England, the women were doing the hardest kind of manual labor. Practically every man
was in uniform, up to 50 years of age.
Our camp was a couple of kilometers, (a kilo is 5/8ths of a mile) from the city, and we
went in several times and began to see France. Everything was so different. Leaving
New York we bought a supply of English money, and on the voyage we studied the
intricacies of the shilling, florin, pound, ha'penny, pence, etc. The poker players were the
first to learn to count the stuff, for the rest of us had no way to spend ours. Now we had
to go to Cook's Tourist Agency and exchange our British money for French, and learn to
count and think in francs, sous, and centimes (pronounced "sonteen" or "sardines" as
many of us would say.) For we soon learned from dear experience that it was not well to
hold out a handful of change and let the sales mademoiselles take what they wanted.
Their paper money looked like cigarette coupons, and it would not buy much more,
either. A pack of American cigarettes or tobacco would buy more than a handful of
francs. The children (pickanirmies, as the French call them) knew us for newcomers, and
we could hardly walk without stepping on them, holding out both hands, and begging
"souvenir—mommie" asking for French pennies, which we hated to carry and usually
threw away.
One day we went into a hotel in L'Havre for dinner. One of our party had been telling us
about how much French he knew, and we were glad to have him along. He told us to
wait and let him make arrangements for dinner. Preceding us into the dining room he
addressed "Monsieur, le maitre d'hote." Dinner apparently was not ready, as we were the

first to enter. Our spokesman was sputtering and gesticulating, and we could distinguish
such awful words as "A quelle heure, manger, d'jeuner, combien, pour quatre" (four
being the number in our party). Monsieur was plainly puzzled, so he said, "perhaps if
Monsieur would be so kind as to speak in English, I might understand him better." The
joke was on our spokesman, for the headwaiter could speak as perfect English as any of
us.
On the 14th of July, Bastille Day or French Independence Day, we boarded a French troop
train, and such a train! First, Second, and Third class carriages ("voitures, s'il vous
plait") and little cattle cars, bearing the insulting placard "Hommes—40, Chevaux—8;"
and if 8 horses were as uncomfortable in one of them as 40 men, they had a poor time.
What a sad contrast to the solid Pullman that speeded us from Spartanburg to the port of
embarkation! Instead of having the right of way as we had on that trip, we were at a
standstill the greatest part of the time, waiting, waiting. We would creep along for about
10 kilometers, stop a few hours, back up half way to the last stop, and spend a few more
hours there. In this way it took longer, of course, to make the trip, but when we had at
last finished it, we had covered the greater part of the distance three times. But this was
poor consolation to "40 Hommes" sardined in a box car about one third the size of an
American freight car.
We did not know where we were going, but we had bought maps of France, and we
eagerly traced our course on them by the names on the stations we passed. We crossed
the historic River Seine several times, and during the night of July 14th we passed round
the north of Paris, troop trains being detoured round the capital to avoid the congestion in
the freight yards.
Never shall I forget that night. We realized that at last we were within range of German
artillery, for we had been reading for some time of the long range guns that were
dropping occasional shells on Paris, and we were then between Paris and the Germans.
About 2 A. M. we saw in the starry heavens toward the north several bright stars which
seemed to be moving in rather irregular orbits. We had hot discussions about the
possibility of their being airships or balloons. Then we saw flashes near the horizon, like
far away sheet lightning. Then we had not seen a railway station since dark, as no lights
were burning anywhere, not even headlights on the engines. We had no idea where we
were. "Are we nearing the front?" "My friend, So-and-so, came over in the advance
party of the —th division, and he wrote me that he went direct from the port to the
trenches, to replace one of the officers killed in the German offensive." Rumors flew
thick and fast, as they always do in the army. Each time the train stopped we were sure
we heard the thunder of heavy artillery, and there must have been a million cannon in
action. Their rumble was like bunches of fire crackers at Christmas time, magnified a
thousand fold, but so far away as to be almost inaudible. A French officer of the
Transportation Corps came along the train about 3 A. M., and to our eager question,
"Where are we, and is that a battle?" he replied, "You are 10 kilometers north of Paris,
and what you see and hear out there is the beginning of the fifth German offensive. That
is Chateau Thierry." In the light of after events we understood why this French officer
was so excited. For that night and the next few days proved the turning point of the war.

The Germans were driving directly on Paris, after having bent the allied lines almost at
will in their four great spring offensives. These were among the darkest days of the war,
just preceding July 18th, when the allies took the offensive all along the line, after
stopping the enemy at Chateau Thierry. And we more than half suspected that our
"school detail" was all fiction, and that we were about to be transferred to other divisions
already in the front lines.
But we did not go to the front just then. We traveled in those crowded little cars for two
days and nights. Here again was some comfort in having a commission; though, for
once, I wished I were a colonel or a general. For on such occasions rank was spelled with
a big R - in fact it was usually spelled RANK! The general and his staff and the colonels
and majors had all the first class compartments. The captains had second class, and the
lieutenants ranked themselves as to who would stretch out on the hard seats or lie on the
floor, those with the oldest commissions ranking the others and choosing to sleep on the
floor! And the non-corns ranked the poor bucks out of the corners in the side door
Pullmans in which they were sardined.
On July 16th we entered the American area, and everywhere we saw American
doughboys. Our convoy finished out the first million American soldiers arriving
overseas, and it seemed to us that we saw as many American troops as French. About
noon we detrained at a small station called Gondrecourt, in Eastern France, in the
department of the Meuse, about 75 kilos south of Verdun, and 40 kilos north of
Chaumont, Pershing's General Headquarters. This whole area had been assigned to the
American army for training purposes.
At Gondrecourt was located the American First Corps school, which was supposed to be
a finishing school for officers and non-corns just arrived overseas. The instructors had
been to the front as observers, and were supposed to be able to supplement our training
by giving us the benefits learned by the AEF in actual warfare. But the course was a joke
as compared to that at Ft. Sill. The instructors may have been capable men, but they did
not add much to our knowledge of machine gun tactics. We enrolled in the machine gun
school and spent more or less a vacation there for five weeks.
On week-ends we took little trips to near-by points of interest. The first Saturday
afternoon I went by train to Nancy, just back of the front lines, and for the first time saw
the scars of war. In the early days of the war the Germans were within easy reach of the
city, and they had thrown many shells into it. Every day or two air raids were made, and
the fair city had been badly battered by bombs, and its principal streets riddled by
machine gun fire from planes. I saw my first air raid that night. In fact, there were three
of them, but after I had seen the first, I did not get up again, although the sirens sounded
the alarm almost throughout the night, and the French people scampered out of their
homes and made for the concrete shelters built under the streets. They could not
understand why the fool Americans strolled out on the hotel balconies and unconcernedly
looked at the enemy planes overhead. A few months later, after several aerial bombs had
dropped near us, we learned the lesson these people already knew.

These were not strictly raids, for no bombs were dropped. The planes came over the lines
about dawn for observation and photographs, and the anti-aircraft guns tried to get them
as they returned. I t was a pretty sight, tiny puffs of smoke popping into the sky as the
guns burst hundreds of shrapnel round the Hun, sailing so unconcernedly up there two
miles or more above us. While such guns usually kept these German planes at a great
height, it was not often that they brought one down.
The railroad station and the cathedral at Nancy had been bombed time and again by the
raiders. Two bombs had dropped close beside the Cathedral, and all the beautiful stained
glass windows and parts of the walls were blown out.
The next night I understood better the menace from these night prowlers. Returning to
our school from our week-end at Nancy, as our train stopped at Gondrecourt, we stepped
out onto the station platform, and Boom! Boom! Boom! greeted us—about 7 Booms.
And away sailed the would-be, invisible assassin. He had dropped 16 bombs, about half
of which failed to explode, and the others exploded harmlessly in a rectangular patch of
woods about a mile from our school. He evidently mistook the woods for our barracks.
Next day we were amazed at the destruction done in the woods, 15 or 20 trees about 6
inches in diameter being cut down or blown up by single bombs.
On another week-end I took a Y.M.C.A. conducted truck ride of about 12 kilometers to
Dom-re-my, the birth-place of Jeanne d'Arc. The stone house is in perfect condition, the
room in which she was born is very much as the young "Maid of Orleans" left it 500
years ago, except that tourists, souvenir hunting, had cut away most of the huge wooden
door. I attended services in the little church nearby, in which the young Jeanne
worshipped, though I cannot say that I was much edified by the chanting, which was in
Latin.
During this course at Gondrecourt, we could sometimes see, on partially cloudy nights,
the red reflection on the clouds of the flash of cannon to the north, as the Americans and
French launched their magnificent drives. When the course was finished, we left
Gondrecourt on August 19th, to rejoin our battalion, which had come over about 10 days
after we did, and which was then a short distance west of Chaumont, although we had
received no word from it since leaving it on the rifle range at Landrum eight weeks
previously. After a 24 hour ride on the railroad (in which we covered about 40 miles on
the map) and a 2 hour hike of about 8 miles (notice how much faster we traveled on foot
than on the chem-de-fer) we reached the 1 oth M. G. Battalion in billets at Rennepont.
Now, a short account of the movements of our battalion since the advance detail left
them. On June 20th and 21st they marched from Landrum, S. C. to Camp Wadsworth, and
began packing up for the trip overseas. June 27th they entrained near Spartanburg and
reached Camp Mill, Long Island, two days later. After several days of hard work and
worry, drawing clothing and equipment, making out passenger lists, etc. they boarded
the huge British transport Belgic, July 5th, and sailed next morning from the pier at
Hoboken.

After an uneventful voyage of 12 days, the Belgic docked at Liverpool on July 17th, and
unloaded during the night. The Battalion went by train to Camp Winnal Down, at
Manchester, where it rested for several days. July 23" they went to Southampton, then
by transport across the English Channel to L'Havre, France, where they set foot on
continental Europe on July 24th• After a two day rest there, they entrained for the long
ride across France to the training area back of the Franco-American fronts of
Northeastern France.

CHAPTER SEVEN
IN THE AMERICAN TRAINING AREA IN FRANCE
About 25 kilometers west of Chaumont, General Headquarters of the A. E. F., lies the
tiny village of La Ferte sur Aube, Aube being the name of the small river on which it was
built hundreds of years ago. Thither on July 27th came the 16th M. G. Battalion, after
their first two day engagement with what was destined to become one of their most hated
enemies, the tiny box cars and cattle cars labeled "Homes —40, Chevaux—8." The
long trip from training camp in America to training area in France was finished. New
experiences came thick and fast in those days. A t La Ferte a new word came into our
vocabularies, the word "billet;" and for the first time the men slept in hay lofts and barns,
in the same room with horses, cows, chickens, pigs, and goats.
But these inconveniences were largely offset by the kind and friendly treatment at the
hands of the people; and although we have been in scores of French towns since, La Ferte
was always the best town in France to our battalion. Who will ever forget those first
attempts to "parlez-vou Francais?" with the admiring mademoiselles, or the delightful
evening of the Mayor's party, where the officers were officially introduced to "Vin
Rouge" (Red Wine) and tried to put each other to bed about I AM?
But in those days life was not all pleasant. We all realized that serious work was before
us, and a period of intensive training was inaugurated. The days were long and fine; it
had not then commenced to rain. So, for seven or eight hours daily, six days each week
the battalion drilled, maneuvered, and fired on the target range. Many were the methods
devised for carrying ammunition, and rigid inspections were held every Sunday morning.
August 12th the battalion marched to Rennepont, about 8 kilos from La Ferte, and this
became our home for the next two weeks. One entire company was billeted in an old
unused brewery, and perhaps the alcohol fumes of the billet explain the frequent
notations on the morning report: "So-and-so from Duty to Sick in Quarters." Let us be
charitable and not blame it on the Vin Rouge Café across the street. For the transition
from the land where it was a crime to put a drink inside a uniform to the land whose boast
it is that water is good only for fish to swim in and for bridges to cross was too sudden to
be conducive to the best health of the battalion.
At Rennepont on August 20th, the advance detail, consisting of Lieuts. Bedell, Black,
Margeson, and myself, and six sergeants, rejoined the battalion, after completing the
course at the school at Gondrecourt. On the same day occurred our first casualty. Pvt.
Harry Young, of B. Co., was killed by a train and buried with military honors in the little
cemetery at Rennepont.
The last week in August, the 6th Division moved eastward to billets just back of the
Vosges Mountains in Alsace, and about Sept. 1st began to take over the front of the
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Gerardmer sector from the 35th American Division. Having no motor transports (all of
our equipment was sunk by submarine on the way over) we made this trip in huge French
trucks driven by French Indo-Chinese chauffeurs, 1491 trucks being required to move the
division, exclusive of the artillery, which was not with us.
Our battalion left Rennepont August 29th, and became part of this enormous truck train.
We passed through Chaumont, and, after riding two days and one night, we dropped out
of the convoy and stopped at La Chappelle Aux Bois (The Chapel of the Woods.) There
had been no rain in several weeks, and the white dust raised from those chalky roads was
suffocating. And scarcely a one of us would have been recognized by his wife or
sweetheart at the end of that awful trip.
We were well billeted at La Chappelle; my billet was an old chateau in the beautiful
grove. I thought I was living in a swell place until one day I went round to the back of
the house, and there I discovered two horses, five cows, a goat, two huge hogs, and a
drove of chickens—all under the same roof with me. However, there was another room
and two rock walls between them and me; so if I had not been so inquisitive I would
never have known the difference.
Nothing worthy of note occurred at La Chappelle, except that several of the officers
almost fell in love with a pretty little mademoiselle in a tailor shop, and they had a great
time teasing each other. We put in feverish work those days with our machine guns, for
we knew that we would soon have live targets for them.
September 7th we moved in trucks to La Beillard, about 5 kilometers from Gerardmer,
which was 6th Division headquarters. Here we took our first real part in the war, being
technically in reserve as division machine gun battalion, the division having a definite
sector in the line at that time. We continued our intensive training with more zeal than
ever; for we could hear the roar of the heavy artillery at the front, and on clear days we
watched the anti-aircraft shrapnel bursting in tiny white puffs around the undaunted
Boche aviators. Our first real participation in the war was the mounting at La Beillard of
three machine guns to defend our camp against air craft; but no pilot ever came over low
enough for us to shoot at him.
At La Beillard several events of interest to the battalion occurred. Maj. Terrell, who had
commanded the battalion since the days of Camp Forrest, at Chickamauga Park, received
his promotion to Lieut. Colonel and became machine gun officer for the division. Capt.
Thomas Hearn, of B. Co., was made a major and took over the battalion; and Lieut. King
took over B. Co. Capt. Van Fleet, of A Co., was made a major also, and took command
of the 17th Machine Gun Battalion of the 1 lth Brigade, bequeathing A Co. to Capt.
Herrick, who had just received his promotion. Herrick was with me at Ft. Sill, and was
transferred to our battalion a few weeks after we finished the course there, so that A Co.
had three Ft. Sill graduates among its officers. Our adjutant, Lieut. Allanach, was
transferred to the Corps military police, and Lieut. Ben Smith became his successor.
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One memorable day in La Bei'lard, the 16th began to be "motorized" in a way other than
on "on our hobnails," as our song was. We received 7 General Motors Corp. 1 and 1 'A
ton trucks, which were sufficient to transport our equipment and material, but our
personnel continued to travel "a la hobs." The designation Divisional Machine Gun
Battalion, Motorized, had been ours since our organization 10 months previously; and we
were on paper the Divisional Commander's own little trouble shooter outfit, speeding in
our motors to points of threatened attack or of opportunity to break through. In this way
the motorized machine gun battalion of the 3rd Division, after riding 48 hour from their
training area, went into position near the bridgehead on the Marne River at Chateau
Thierry, and held up the advance of the whole German vanguard until the arrival of the
division next day. This was their baptism of fire, and it began the turning of the tide
against the Germans.
Here also occurred the battalion's first and only defeat; and to our shame be it said, one
little school mistress completely routed us. In her absence and with the town mayor's
consent, we had made of her large stone schoolhouse Battalion Headquarters and
officer's billets. She had gone to Gerardmer, about 5 kilos distant. Some one must have
told her that we had taken possession of her schoolhouse, for she came pedaling up
hurriedly on her bicycle, and dashed into and throughout the building. Finding our
bedding rolls and all our earthly possessions upstairs in her apartments, she became
hysterical, and in tears she cried out, "parties, tout de suite," (leave here, right now.)
There were only four houses and a few barns in the town, and we had 400 men in them,
so there was no place for us officers to go. The billeting officer and the adjutant tried to
console her, and sent for the mayor, who had given us permission to enter. The others of
us went off to supper at the company kitchens, and when we returned we found the
combined belongings of six officers had been thrown or kicked helter-skelter down the
winding stairs into one grand pile on the bottom landing. We had just opened up our
bedding rolls and spread them on the floor and arranged our toilet articles, clothes, etc.
about in the comers of the room. But when the irate mademoiselle had finished with
them, we could not tell one fellow's from another's, and some of our things never did get
untangled. Rather ruffled and disgruntled at such treatment at the hands of one of those
we had traveled 3,000 miles to save, and wishing we had left the whole French nation and
this little vixen in particular to the tender mercies of the Huns, we fished our pup tents out
of the pile, pitched them in the school yard, and spent that night in the pouring rain. Next
day, however, mademoiselle's heart had softened, and she invited us back upstairs. And
before the end of the second day some of the officers had tamed her to the extent of
sitting on their laps; and a few weeks later when we went up to the front we left her in
tears. Oh, those French women!!!
About this time occurred a "comedy of errors." A t that time it seemed rather a tragedy of
errors. One rainy day (the rainy season had started about the time we moved to La
Beillard, and from now on, unless otherwise specified, every day was a moist one) we
received hurry up orders to march into Gerardmer. With full packs we marched the 5
kilos, and were assigned to one of the enormous old permanent French barracks there.
Being near the Alsatian border, Gerardmer was the home of a considerable peace time
garrison. This barracks was fearfully dirty, and the entire battalion spent several hours
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policing it to make it reasonably inhabitable. When it was fairly clean, orders came to
move into another barrack, older and dirtier than the first. Packs were rolled and the
move was made. Followed more policing of quarters. Next morning guns were
unpacked and indoor instruction commenced. Within a few minutes came the order:
"Pack up your guns and roll your packs. We leave in 30 minutes for La BeiHard."
Another full pack hike in the driving rain to the billets we had left the day before. I t had
taken us 24 hours to police the old barracks at Gerardmer, putting them in good shape for
an incoming regiment of "poilus." But of course that was not the purpose of the orders.
Some one had blundered, and we had to pay.
And before I leave the subject of training areas, just a few more words about "policing."
One who is not initiated into military parlance would naturally think of some kind of
guard duty. But the army word means to clean up, pick up cigarette stubs, matches, all
kinds of dirt and trash. The French evidently have no equivalent of the word. And the
longevity of the natives of the filthy, dirty towns that we saw in France is the only
argument I ever saw against sanitation. The people live under the same roof with their
cattle, geese, goats, horses, etc., and sometimes in the same room with them. The houses,
as a rule, have no front yard, this space being reserved for the highly prized manure pile,
which denotes wealth. Every home has this ornamental adjunct, saturated with rain for
about 8 months of the year, and every spring (to credit the doughboy) these piles of
treasure are measured, and the man who owns the largest one is thereby elected Mayor
for the next year! And yet, in spite of all unsanitary conditions, the people seem to live to
a much greater age than in sanitary America. Either that is true or the people look a great
deal older that they really are. I have never seen so many old women, in proportion, as
among the peasants we saw in France. One morning I saw three women who could not
have been less than 80 years old, bent almost double, rolling three wheelbarrows full of
manure down the street at the same time. The women of France certainly know how to
work.
Naturally, when the Americans went into one of these unsanitary towns, our first duty
was to clean it up. The streets had to be raked or swept, the manure piles tidied (?) up a
bit, and the barnyards raked off and ditched. Aside from other services rendered by the
A. E. F., our debt to Lafayette was more than repaid by the thorough cleaning up that we
gave the peasant districts of France. We did not see a great deal of the cities of France,
but I believe that sanitary conditions were much better there than in the small towns and
communities.

CHAPTER EIGHT
IN THE FRONT LINE TRENCHES IN ALSACE
During our stay of several weeks at La Beillard, as I have said, our battalion was in
reserve, while the 6th Division was holding a sector of the front line. Our Division
Headquarters were at Gerardmer, a city of some 25,000 people at the foot of the Vosges
(pronounced VOZH) mountains, near the Alsatian border. As Alsace and its sister
province Lorraine had belonged to both France and Germany, and was then under
German rule, many of the people living near the border spoke German as well as French,
and German spies were thick all around us. Lieut. Bedell and I were detailed to a 7 day
school at division headquarters under Lt. Col. Dodge, of the 51st infantry, called the
Platoon Leader's School. By coincidence, we were billeted at the home of a family
called Bedell, and they took quite a fancy to Bill, calling him their "Cousin American."
This delighted my friend until they tried to take advantage of the relationship to beg him
out of one of his nice Olive Drab army blankets. They begged him on all occasions for
that blanket, and even asked me to use my influence with their "cousin." But Bill was
not giving away any blankets.
The last day we were in Gerardmer, the battalion marched up into the Vosges mountains
to a wild mountainside camp called the Tanet IV, just back of the front. This camp had
been built by the Germans in the first year of the war, and nearby was what was left of a
summer palace of the Crown Prince of Germany, where he sometimes lived before the
French drove the Germans out of this bit of Alsace.
Rumors were rife to the effect that enemy patrols and gas shells sometimes visited this
camp, and both outpost and interior guards were posted; so every one was very much
excited and on the alert. Gas masks were worn or kept constantly within reach. A single
shot was to be the gas alarm. During the night a nervous sentry, seeing something move
in the inky darkness, "halted" it twice in vain and fired, killing a big white cat. Poor
unfortunate cat! Its English education had been sadly neglected, evidently. No sooner
had the shot rung out than the whole battalion was madly scrambling for their gas masks,
and for many the six seconds allowed in drills for putting them on was longer than
necessary. But imagine the bedlam caused by those who could not find theirs in the
darkness. Private Carter was one of these, a good old slow farmer boy from a Mississippi
cotton plantation. The boys told next day that he actually cried and in his extremity filled
his mouth with straw from his bunk, called on the name of the Lord in no uncertain tones.
During the night several wandering Poilus (French soldiers) were held up by our sentries,
and it is strange that some of them were not shot. For "halt!" meant just about as much to
them as to the cat, but when our boys put a rifle in their faces, they executed a beautiful
"Camarade" with no lost motion in getting their hands up.
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Late in the afternoon of Sept. 25th orders came for B Co. to prepare to go into the front
line trenches, leaving camp at 3 o'clock next morning. So A Co. was put on guard, and B
Co. loaded guns, equipment, and stores on trucks before dark and went to bed early. A t 8
P. M. came an order for A Co. to go into the line instead of B Co. Someone had
blundered again. Both companies were routed out, B Co. unloaded their property and
took over the guard. A Company carried their equipment through the darkness and rocks
on that mountainside out to the road about half a mile away, and tried to load them onto
the trucks in such a way that they could be unloaded and given to the proper squads
without too much confusion when the trenches were reached. The job was finished about
midnight, and we slept until 2 o'clock, when we rose, ate breakfast, and started up the
long grade again.
It was a memorable hike, and under other circumstances, such as tourists' luxurious
automobiles during peace times, it would have been wonderful. Thousands of summer
tourists throng the mountains of North Carolina each year to enjoy scenery nothing like
so beautiful as that which surrounded us at this time. We followed a good, hard road, a
series of hair-pin curves going ever up the face of the mountain, tom here and there by
enormous shell holes. Round and round we turned, but always up-grade -- 15 miles of
up-grade -- w i t h heavy packs. Below us were beautiful valleys, with picture-like clouds
of mist rolling lazily up and down the mountain sides far below us in the early morning
light.
Nearing the mountain tops we passed through the unoccupied trenches and the barbed
wire of the reserve lines, and soon we reached the summit at Bussat. This was the head
of a long steel cable line leading down the mountain to Kruth. This cable was several
miles long, and on it traveled huge baskets, propelled by an electric dynamo. We were
told that the cable had been erected by the Germans, and it bore marks of their ingenuity.
At any rate they had sufficiently accurate knowledge of its importance and location to
shell it every day. Sometimes they would score a hit on it, and then the troops in the
nearby trenches would not get any too much to eat for a few days, as all our supplies
were sent up on this cable.
Capt. Herrick and the platoon leaders preceded the company and reconnoitered the
positions which we were to occupy. We were to relieve C Co. of the 18th Machine Gun
Battalion, who had held the sector for three weeks. We were attached to the 3' battalion
of the 54th Infantry regiment, Major Munro commanding, and we ceased to function as
part of the 16th M. G. Battalion. We were rationed by the infantry, and made all reports
to them. In the next war I get into, I intend to be the commanding officer (Major) of a
machine gun battalion. He stays way back at Division Headquarters with the General,
and lets his junior officers do all the dirty work.
We found the front line trenches on the forward slope of a mountain range, the enemy
trenches being on the slope of the opposite ridge, from 500 to 1500 yards distant. Our
three machine gun platoons were attached to the three front line infantry companies of
this battalion. Having command of the 2nd platoon, I was with the center infantry
company, which was D Co.
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Guides from the 18th M. G. Battalion were waiting for us at 1st Battalion P. C. (French—
Post de Commande) called Collette, and we went with them to look over our respective
gun emplacements. After looking at them and talking more than a casual look out across
No Man's Land for the first time, to the trenches in which Fritz lived, I went back up the
mountain to meet my platoon. They had arrived, and as our position was in the woods
made a daylight relief, and the Platoon we relieved got out before dark.
To give an idea of the wildness of the terrain where we were, I will say that when the 18th
M. G. Battalion went in a month previously, one of their pack mules carrying some of
their guns and ammunition lost his footing on the mountain trail and fell 100 feet or more
down the mountain. Likewise a regimental headquarters car went over the side of the
mountain and rolled down in sight of enemy snipers; and several men were wounded
while trying to attach a block and tackle to it. They finally succeeded in getting it out
during the night. The Vosges mountains are very similar to our own Blue Ridge, being,
in a way, foothills of the Alps, which were just barely in sight through our field glasses,
and I was reminded very often of the country around Asheville, N. C.
After looking forward to it for many months, we were at last in the front line, in the socalled quiet sector, but front line, none-the-less. Yes, there in plain view across the
valley were Jerry's trenches, front, communicating, and reserve, partly in the open and
partly concealed in the thick pines; and there were hundreds of miles of barbed wire,
some of it electrified, making impenetrable entanglements in front of the rival positions.
And, yes, there were little wisps of smoke coming out of his many concrete covered dugouts. With our field glasses we could pick up many of these dug-outs, and we got quite a
good bit of target practice and amusement shooting at them, for some of them were only
600 yards from one of my guns.
'Tis said that when the French held this sector, they had a kind of gentlemen's agreement
with the Germans, whereby the little stream in the middle of No-man's-land was a neutral
zone at certain hours. In the forenoons the Heinies came down to the creek and washed
their cootie-bitten hides and muddy clothes, and the Frogs (doughboy for French) did
likewise in the afternoons. When the Americans took over the sector, however, the Frogs
forgot to mention this "sub rosa" treaty. So next morning when the laundry detail filed
out of the German trenches with their towels over their shoulders and walked leisurely
down toward the wash hole, great excitement prevailed in the American trenches. On
came the innocent looking towel bearers. But tales of German tricks and deceptions had
been too widely circulated. This might be some kind of raid—at any rate they were
enemies. "Put, Put, Put," went a section of machine guns and a score of rifles, and most
of the Germans rolled down the hill to the stream. The others returned more quickly than
they came, to tell their companions how the despised Frenchmen had broken their
agreement. So the quiet sector business was finished. But perhaps this was only an idle
story.
Compared to some of the other fronts, the lines in the Vosges were very quiet. But at
times our life there was far from dull and uninteresting. As, for instance, the second
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Wagoner Kinstley located a sniper out in No-Man's Land one day, and with a rifle
brought him down. He was seen to fall and roll down the hill, and his body could be seen
with glasses. In that sector No-Man's-Land was American's land. Patrols roamed
through it at night; and a few dauntless lads, filled up on slum and beans, made almost
daily raids on an apple orchard in the valley, being hidden by the trees from the enemy
only a few hundred yards distant.
There was one consolation about being in the front lines. We were not worried much by
staff officers, inspectors, colonels, and such varmints. Just so we sent in our reports
twice daily, platoon leaders had a reasonably free hand. Company commanders were the
highest ranking officers who ever visited us. Col. Crowley, of the 54th Infantry, was one
of the "hard boiled" kind, and he took pride in his hardness. A t one time or another he
had court-martialed a large percent of his officers, and it was a pretty well known secret
that if opportunity ever offered while at the front, he would stop a bullet that wasn't fired
by nor intended for the German's. He knew this, and it was only after he had been
taunted by some of his officers that he went on an inspection of the front lines. Only
once did he come to my positions, and a few German shells were passing over then,
whining the "graveyard blues," and he was in quite a hurry. On another day he was on
his way to a company's P. C., and a nearby American sniper fired a single shot at the
German lines. The hard-boiled colonel fell flat on his face, called his runner to him, and
sent them to the company commander with orders to bring his whole reserve force out to
him and search the woods for the man who had fired at him. Some of the hardest men
softened up quite a bit when the real test came. But some of them knew they had more
bitter enemies around them than in their front, and some of them no doubt were troubled
in their conscience over past acts of hardness, when they came face to face with bursting
shells and spitting machine guns. Many a grudge, which began with a real or fancied
insult at training camp or in training area, was settled fully and unnoticed when bullets
were flying thick and fast at the front.
From my highest position we had a wonderful view. Immediately in our front was the
last low range of the Vosges Mountains. Behind that we could see a beautiful level
valley, extending for miles and miles, far as the eye could see—the world famous valley
of the Rhine. On clear days I never tired of looking through my field glasses at the
hundreds of Alsatian and German villages and cities, the frequent trains running between
them, the Rhine itself in the distance dividing Alsace from Germany proper, revealed in
the early morning by the ribbon of white fog lying above it, and far beyond that the
steeple-like peaks of the Swiss Alps, snow-covered, and glistening in the sunlight like
glass.
Our mail reached us more promptly in the trenches than out of them, and on one day I
received 14 letters. Needless to say, I spent most of that day very pleasantly. I believe I
failed to mention at the proper place that it was 10 weeks from the time I left South
Carolina until I received my first letters from home at the little La Beillard school house,
learning then for the first time of the safe arrival in Greenwood of a certain little diamond
ring which I had mailed from Spartanburg the day I entrained for overseas! I t was not
often that we saw newspapers at the front, but Division Headquarters sent out short news
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bulletins every day, including summaries of the war communiqués, and in this way we
learned that Turkey and Bulgaria had surrendered, that Austria was begging for peace
terms, and Germany's power of resistance was fast crumbling.
Early one morning about this time a rather unusual incident occurred. About 2 A. M. we
heard very distinctly the joyous ringing of a church bell. Not since we left America had
we heard a church bell, and here we were in the front line trenches, at 2 o'clock in the
morning, looking out over No-man's-land, and yet there was no mistaking the silvery
tones of the bell—ringing fast, not tolling. We could not account for it. We knew there
was a church just behind the next ridge, back of the German lines, for we could see its
steeple during the daylight hours, and our maps showed a small town located there, called
Lautenback. But why this ringing of its church bell at such an hour? I mentioned the
incident in my morning report next day to battalion headquarters, and they in turn
reported it on up to higher quarters. In a day or two came a memo from the General,
asking for more details about the bell ringing. But I replied that we had given all known
details in the first report. We never learned why the bell was rung, but I have an idea that
the Alsatian townsfolk had just learned that Turkey had surrendered a day or two
previously, and they were rejoicing over the hope that it heralded the approaching end of
the war.
One of my hardest duties in the trenches was to keep my men from exposing themselves
needlessly and carelessly above the parapets. The first morning after we went in, my
orderly came running to me in my dugout, saying, "Lieutenant, sir, Teddy Jones is out
there in the wire, sniping at the Germans." Now Pvt. Jones was a little 18 year old boy
who had run away from home and joined the army during the border trouble with
Mexico. He was not very enthusiastic about drilling and training, but he made the most
fearless soldier in the platoon when we reached the front.
I was amused at one of the infantry boys one day. Most of the boys took advantage of the
long days of inactivity to catch up with their letter writing, and one of my never ending
duties was the censoring of their letters. Among the infantrymen at my G. C. was a little
recruit who had come in as a replacement just a few weeks previously. During the day he
had written several letters home, in which he had told the home folks that he was in the
front lines, and that the Germans were all yellow, low-down, cowardly, and murderous
sneaks, or words to that effect. He said they dared not put their heads above their
parapets, nor would they come out in the open and fight. That night the Germans put
over a heavy barrage on our lines and we prepared to resist a raid. This infantry recruit
ran into the dugout of one of my machine gun squads and gave the letter to the corporal
saying, "Corporal, hide this letter for me; I do not want the Germans to find it on me if
they get into this trench and catch me." Most of us were braver during the day than
during the hours of midnight darkness, when sense of sight gave way entirely to sense of
feeling. Those were the bleakest nights I ever saw, and a blind man would have been just
as valuable then as one with two good eyes. I t is a rather disquieting feeling not to know
whether the man next to you in the trench is a friend or a big German, ready to stick a
saw-tooth trench knife into you.
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But, after all, those days in the trenches were not so bad. The boys wrote home the most
optimistic letters about their experiences; and I had to use my censor's scissors rather
freely, for they sometimes tried to tell too much. They wrote that they were having a
Fourth of July celebration every night, with sky rockets, sure enough cannon crackers,
and powerful search lights playing across No-man's-land, with giant sky-rockets and
flares overhead making it as bright occasionally as mid-day. I t was most beautiful at
times, and the shell explosions looked like strokes of lightening. Usually we had plenty
of time to duck safely into a dug-out when we heard one coming dangerously close. I t
did not take us long to learn to know from the sounds of the shell how close it was
coming to us. A t the cry, "Lookout, boys, this one has our number on it," we could make
the dive into our dugouts as fast as any rabbit could scurry into his favorite hole.
After our company had been in the line about three weeks, the 6th Division was relieved
by a division of French Territorials, corresponding to our National Guard, but made up of
men above 45 years of age. Our company was one of the last American units to come
out, the old men of our machine gun relief being late in arriving. We started out just
before dark, and the three platoons assembled on the mountain road at Camp Larchay,
about 2 kilometers back from the front. We kept well apart on that road while
assembling, and it is well we did. For we had our closest call that night. The last platoon
reached this rendezvous just after pitch-black dark; and Fritz chose that moment for one
of his periodic "strafings" of that road, or he may have found out that we were changing
the reliefs. He surely had the right "Q. E., and direction" on those "77s." A l l at once,
Siz-z-z, Bang! and a shell whined just over us and burst in the trees a very few yards
from us. The road was on the side of a very steep mountain; but before the command
"take cover" was finished, not a man was left on that road. Under a bank or stone, rolling
down the mountain, or piling into dugouts along the road, we went in out of the rain of
shrapnel that fell around there for about 30 minutes or more. I t seemed like hours instead
of minutes, too. During that time 100 or more shells must have fallen within a radius of
100 yards of some part of our company. Men who had not said a prayer in years made
the most eloquent pleas that night for help; and our prayers and those of loved ones at
home were answered. Not a man in the company was touched. After the shelling had
passed on, we called the men from their hiding places, checked up on them, found all our
equipment except one pair of field glasses belonging to a sergeant, and began the march
out. We carried our equipment on pack mules with French drivers as far as the cable
head at Boussat, where we left it to be sent down the mountain by air-line (cable). A l l the
way to Boussat shells had been passing over us, but they were too high to be dangerous
and were intended for some other sector.
Then followed a 3 hour march, almost a run forced on us by gravity, down the mountain
to Kruth, a small Alsatian town. The road was another succession of S curves, and the
night was so dark that our only guide was the opening between the trees above us.
Down, down, we went, until we thought we must be getting below sea level. About midnight we reached Kruth, roused the mayor out of his bed, and with his help we billeted
our tired men in a few hay lofts. The officers found a little straw in an unused café, and
in spite of the cold we slept on the floor until late the next morning.
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Next day we rested and made the acquaintance of that blessed institution know as the
"delousser." This was a treat which was given to all troops returning from the front. I t
was our first opportunity to undress in about three weeks, and you may well imagine how
rampant the "cooties" were becoming. We all took good hot shower baths, and in the
mean time our clothes were put through a steaming process to kill the vermin. Our cootie
infested clothing was exchanged for that of the last outfit that was deloused. O f course
they did not fit; a 200 pound man nearly always drew the clothes of a 125 pound man.
But what difference? They soon traded among themselves until they obtained a
semblance of a fit, which was as much as soldiers in the field had a right to expect. The
cooties (body lice) were gone for the time being, the crust of dirt was washed off at last,
we had served our first tour in the front line and come out alive, so everyone was happy.
That afternoon half of our trucks came up to Kruth to meet us, and Capt. Herrick and
Lieut. Margeson took half the company back to Gerardmer, which was still Division
Headquarters. I stayed with the other half in Kruth until the trucks returned the next day,
and we also went down to Gerardmer, where we rested up and began to train for our next
duty, which, we felt sure, would be in open warfare (not in trenches) on the red hot front
above Toul.
At Gerardmer we found Battalion Headquarters and B. Company, and learned that two
platoons of B Company had also been in the line from Oct. 1st to Oct. 9th, with the 3rd
Battalion of the 52hd Infantry. On the night of Oct. 4th they had put down a M. G. barrage
on a road used by the enemy, having received a tip that a German supply train was
expected to come in on it that night.
Once more the battalion was re-united, and without the loss of a man. Our only loss had
been a gain. For several months, as we worked nearer and nearer to the front, a certain
2hdlieutenant, who had driven his men in a "hard-boiled" overbearing way in training
camps in America and in training areas in France, developed a very decided yellow
streak; and the closer we got to the booming fireworks at the front of
the broader did this streak become. The men of his platoon had let it be known that old
scores would perhaps be evened up when he went into action with them and bullets began
to fly. He could not stand the pressure, and for weeks he feverishly pulled wires to get
transferred to a "bullet-proof' job. He had a relative in the A E F who had a star or two
on his shoulders and the influence that goes with such high rank; so, the day before his
company went into the line, he was transferred to Corps Headquarters to the postal
service, where all he had to fight was champagne and cognac, which was right down his
alley. Incidentally, a few weeks later we heard that he had been made a 1st Lieutenant,
and later that he was a Captain! Thus went promotions in the A E F. His platoon never
got into the front line because they had no leader, and they no doubt felt that they had
been cheated out of their just revenge.
During this rest period two new officers came to the Battalion, Captain Dexter from the
17th M. G. Battalion, and 1st Lieut. Willis, from the 54th Infantry. Both were assigned to
B Company, Captain Dexter taking the company over from Lieut. King. Both were
splendid officers and perfect gentlemen; and we were glad to have them with us, although
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this transfer effectually squelched all chances of promotion in the Battalion, as we had
been overstocked with 1st lieutenants all the while, and bringing in a captain and another
lst lieutenant made it impossible for the 2nd lieutenants to rise, unless we should suffer
heavy casualties, which, luckily, we did not.
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CHAPTER NINE
THE MEUSE-ARGONNE OFFENSIVE AND THE ARMISTICE
After coming out of the trenches in the Vosges Mountains, we went into rest billets at
Gerardmer, in Alsace, which was 6th Division Headquarters for about two months. The
men were billeted in hay lofts all over the town, which in peace times must have had a
population of 15,000 or 20,000. Our equipment was in a dump on the parade ground of
the great Casseme Kleber, an old garrison post of the French peace time army. To this
enclosure every morning we took the two companies for close order, physical drill, and
machine gun drills. A l l our drills attracted much attention from the French soldiers and
civilians; and when we stripped off our shirts and pulled off snappy physical drills, "by
the numbers," all counting at the top of our voices, their admiration was evident. And at
our gun drills our men had many a good laugh at such target designations as —"Range
200, Target at 2 o'clock, Frog washing face at spigot," (which meant a Frenchman at a
spigot 60 degrees to our right front). Strange to say, of the hundreds of French troops
quartered there, never once did we see a company of them at drill. They really knew and
appreciated the meaning of "rest billets."
During these two weeks at Gerardmer, we were anticipating a lively campaign on our
next move. For we had just been transferred to the American First Army, which was then
making a brilliant and successful drive on the Meuse-Argonne front, following their
wonderful success on the St. Mihiel salient. The Sixth Division started entraining for the
new front during the last days of October. After working two days in the rain (the rainy
season was now on in earnest) loading ammunition, wagons, and various other property
of the whole division, our Battalion entrained on Saturday night, Oct. 26th. We had just
about half enough box cars, so that into the little "40 homes" cars we had to crowd 50 or
55 "homes" with their packs and part of the company property. Never were sardines
packed much closer than were those men. One of them remarked afterward that he did
not have room to blow his nose on the whole trip. Truly, it was an awful ride. The poor
little French train would creep forward a few kilometers, then back up a few, then stop
for a rest of a few minutes or hours. Like the highways, the "chemin de fer" was taxed
far beyond its capacity. So crowded was our train that several of our men fell out of the
doors enroute. But so slow was the train that most of them out ran it and were pulled
aboard by their buddies. Failing this, they hopped on the next troop train that came
along, and miraculously rejoined us the next day.
This trip took us northwestward through Nancy (where I had spent my first week-end in
France), Toul, and Commercy; and after riding two nights and a day we detrained at St.
Minehould, on Monday, October 28th, about daylight. We had had nothing to eat but
"Corn Willie" and hard tack, but at St. Minehould each man was given all the hot coffee
he could drink. This hot coffee almost saved our lives, for we were all but frozen.
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About 9 o'clock we started to march, and we expected to be engaged with the enemy
before nightfall. We knew that the Germans had held St. Minehould a few weeks before,
and we could even hear the rumble of their cannon to the north. A l l day we marched
along muddy roads, filled with troops coming and going. On every hand were miles and
miles of wire entanglements, and we soon began to pass through towns absolutely shot to
pieces by artillery fire. In one of these wrecked towns some American wit had put up a
sign which I shall never forget, for the furious cannonading ahead seemed to verify at
least the closing words. Here is the sign:
"4,000 miles to the U. S. A.
400 miles to Vin Rouge (Red Wine)
20 miles to Hell -- Go North."
We were somewhat consoled by the fact that we were heading east instead of north, for
we continued to march parallel to the front; and about 3 P. M. we came to a few dirty
barracks in a muddy wood, built by the Germans during their four year occupation.
Before nightfall we had a Boche aerial visitor, who dropped scores of circulars
(propaganda) into our camp, giving in French and English the German requests for a
peace parley, together with President Wilson's replies to same. The circular was headed,
"Who is to blame for the continuation of bloodshed?" As German propaganda it was a
failure as far as we were concerned, for it only heartened us to push on and finish the job
which we plainly saw as near completion.
That was our first night in a German-built camp b y name Camp Herault. We spent
several days there, working hard on gun and gas drills. For the rumbling of the big guns
was now incessant, and during the stillness of the nights we could feel our little wooden
shacks tremble as from an earthquake. On one such occasion, as we were lying on our
bunks reading a fresh newspaper by candle light, did Lieut. Margeson call to this orderly:
"Wilking, where is that old Bible of mine? Bring it here for I want to read a chapter in it.
We haven't many more days to live." This was the night of October 31st, the barrage
preceding the attack of the American First Army, when they went over the top in the
drive that broke the Kaiser's spirit and brought on the end of the war.
Two days later we started northward, directly toward the noise of battle. We were then in
the southeastern part of the now famous Argonne Forest, and during the next week we
passed through it from end to end. We were moving up from reserve positions to the
front line. On Nov. 3"1 we crossed the famous Hindenberg Line, that is, we crossed what
had been that line. A l l that American artillery had left of it was a mass of fresh shell
holes n o wire and no trenches, and not a standing tree in sight. What had been miles
and miles of thick, almost impassable woods was nothing but blackened stumps and huge
shell holes.
A few kilometers beyond this breach in the German lines we went into camp. And what
a camp it was! For four years the Huns had held this territory, and they seemingly
expected to hold it forever. They called it Camp Mohault, and we had never seen
anything like it. I t consisted of concrete and stone dugouts (patterned after the ancient
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cliff-dwellers' caves) into the sides of steep hills, impossible for our artillery to reach.
The dugouts were electrically lighted, and water was pumped to them from a good spring
in a ravine. Some of the dugouts were equipped with pianos and organs which the
Germans did not have time to move when they made their hasty exit several days before.
One of these dugouts was the headquarters of the German general who commanded that
sector of the Hindenberg Line, a perfect little underground palace, fitted with marble
furnishings—bathtub and all. A t the foot of the hill, sheltered by the hill on three sides,
was a huge moving picture amphitheatre, large enough to seat 600 or 800 men. In this
camp we had three men slightly injured by the explosion of a hand grenade which the
Germans had concealed in a little heating stove when they left. We also found a
suspicious looking wire which led to a heavy charge of dynamite in a tunnel under our
dugouts. Luckily, no one disturbed the wire. Here we saw our first German cemetery.
In it were several hundred graves, several of them marked by large, beautiful marble
monuments. Just outside the cemetery was a small crematory, fitted up with numerous
pipes and doors, which we did not understand. I t did not seem large enough to be one of
the reducing plants which the newspapers had for months been describing as being used
by the Germans to make oil and fertilizer out of their dead; and it was too inaccessible for
that. No doubt they used it to cremate the bodies of their dead soldiers to be returned to
Germany in ashes, rather than to be buried in soil which might some day fall into French
hands.
After resting here over Sunday, an unusual occurrence nowadays, we marched on Nov.
4th to Grand Pre, the scene of the awful artillery bombardment we had been hearing for
several days. The destruction wrought in around the town was indescribable. I t was just
in the edge of the Argonne Forest, and the Germans had made a desperate stand around
the village. Not a house was unscathed, and most of them were nothing more than piles
of debris. Bodies of Americans and Germans lay side by side, and carcasses of hundreds
of horses lay alongside the roads. The town had changed hands several times, the
Americans having captured it for the second time 48 hours earlier. How any living thing
could passed through the barrage fire of artillery and machine guns, I do not know. Shell
holes were placed in the open spaces around the town with a regularity that was amazing.
Scarcely could one find a space the size of a living room that was free of its shell hole.
Usually, the dirt from one shell hole lapped over with that from another. Many a brave
American paid the awful price in that Argonne Forest and around the village of Grand
Pre. And we thought with saddened hearts of the loved ones in far away America, who
would be heartbroken by news of the death of these heroes, whose broken bodies lay so
grotesquely on the muddy ground. For several days we had been passing through the
Argonne, an all but impenetrable wilderness, riddled everywhere by rifle and machine
gun bullets, and ploughed up by high explosive shells. The forest was composed of
underbrush, mostly, instead of trees, growing in clusters somewhat like our chinquapin
bushes. Hard indeed was the advance of the front waves of Americans through such
obstacles, in the face of the most determined resistance of the war. For this was the
pivotal point of the whole German line. They had to hold it to protect their armies
withdrawing from the other fronts.
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The night of Nov. 4th we billeted in the ruined houses of Gand Pre. We made up good
fires in stoves left by the Germans and in the open fireplaces. Evidently we were careless
with our lights, the sides or tops of all the houses being torn away by shells, and we hung
our blankets over the holes in the walls to keep the lights from showing too much. As
our Battalion officers were sitting round a stove warming our wet feet, we heard a
peculiar sounding motor overhead. One ventured to remark that it must be the new
American Liberty motor, about which we had heard so much. But just then, Siz-z, bang!
And a bomb exploded just across the street, on an automobile in front of Division
Headquarters. Said Big Bill Edwards, "Liberty motor Hell! That's a Boche." And every
one dived for the cellar. The cellar was knee-deep in icy water, and most of us had taken
off our shoes. But ice water did not matter when bombs were dropping among already
shattered walls. For myself, I preferred the open street until the German, after dropping 5
or 6 bombs, came back just above the house tops firing his machine gun, and the bullets
whizzed along the street, uncomfortably close. After he flew away we took stock of the
damage. Our Battalion was still lucky, and had not one casualty, but Division
Headquarters lost a major, fatally wounded by a bomb fragment, and several other
officers and men were injured. This hit by the airman was no doubt due to the
carelessness of a Headquarters chauffeur, who had just driven up with lights on, contrary
to all orders. That German flier dropped his first bomb squarely in the lighted car. That
same night, our former captain, Van Fleet, was wounded in the knee by a piece from a
bomb dropped by an airman, perhaps the same one who raided us. I had been in several
previous air raids, in Nancy and Gondrecourt, but it was the Battalion's first experience
of the kind.
Next day we marched to Authe, also badly damaged by artillery fire. I t had been shelled
the night before by the enemy, so we were not allowed to billet in the town, fearing
another bombardment that night. We went into a neighboring field and pitched "pup"
tents, bivouacking for the first time in France. I t rained all night, of course, and was
bitterly cold; and we agreed about this time that Sherman was right in his remark about
war. How many times did I hear his famous quotation over here? It shared popularity
with "When do we eat?" and "Who won the war?" (after the armistice) as the favorite
expressions of the American soldiers. To tell the truth, our morale was not quite so high
as when we used to march in review, with bands playing, before Gen. Erwin in
Chickamauga Park on Saturday mornings. Each morning as we started out, we felt sure
that we would reach the front lines before nightfall, and perhaps come to grips with the
enemy. But they were retreating almost as fast we could advance over the "scorched
earth" he was leaving behind him as he retired. A l l bridges were blown up completely,
and the roads were impassable until the engineers rebuilt them.
Next morning long before day orders were passed along to get on the road at once.
Leaving a good breakfast cooking on the company field kitchens, we started out in the
incessant rain, pitch dark, cold, and hungry; and it was two days before we had another
meal. Our supply trucks got in a road jam that day, and did not catch up with the
marching men until two days later. The roads were so tom up by shells and so worn into
holes by the thousands of heavy trucks that progress was practically impossible. Three
divisions were on the same two roads, the 78th coming from the front and the 6th and 42"
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going into the front. The roads were barely wide enough for two large trucks to pass; and
on each side of the road was a line of trucks miles long, thousands and thousands of
them. When one broke down or got into a shell hole, all behind it stopped. And if a big
one got crossways in the road, both lines stopped. A t one time the line I was in moved
only two miles in 36 hours, and the troops who had marched ahead on foot were hungry,
living on cabbages and turnips, which they foraged and ate raw. Maybe our boys didn't
growl about that good hot breakfast they left behind on the fire at Authe!!!
We were marching across country in those days, by compass and maps, keeping off the
roads as much as possible, leaving them for the trucks. For long distances we marched
along the numerous narrow-gauged railroads, on which the Germans had moved out their
supplies, such as they did not abandon in their hasty withdrawal. When their last trains
had moved out, these railroads were completely ruined for the time being by exploding a
stick of dynamite, placed at every other rail joint. Not a rail was left with two good ends,
but our army engineers were very efficient, and within a few hours after the enemy had
retreated, they had these little roads repaired, and supplies were soon rushed up to feed
hungry men and horses.
On Nov. 5th, marching thus across the country, we saw a thrilling air battle. Seven
German airmen came suddenly down out of the clouds, above which they had crossed the
front lines. A few minutes previously the air had been thick with allied planes, but at the
moment of their appearance there was only one of our planes in the air—a Frenchman.
One by one these seven Germans dived straight at him in perpendicular nose dives, firing
as they dropped, swerving to one side just in time to miss him, and climbing back upstairs
to repeat the performance. How we did want to help that Frenchman! He was forced
down about a mile from us, and his propeller broke, but we could not tell whether he was
killed or not. The day before we had seen three squadrons of twenty planes each passing
over us at one time, headed in the direction of Germany. Possibly these seven German
planes were trying to retaliate for the damage done them by these 60 allied planes.
We billeted at an old farm near the little town of Stonney the night of Nov. 6th. This was
only 10 or 12 miles southeast of the large border city of Sedan, where the Germans had
crushed the French army into submission to end the Franco-Prussian war in 1871 and
1872, and it seems to be the irony of fate that it also marked the last stand of the defeated
Germans nearly 50 years later. For sentimental reasons the American divisions which
had fought their way up to Sedan were not allowed to capture the city, but were held back
so that the French army could come in and get their sweet revenge in the re-capture.
We had no rations that day, and the tinned "corn Willie" and hard tack which each man
carried on his back as reserve rations were eaten. So Capt. Harrick took a large detail of
men back along the road to look for our ration trucks which were caught in a traffic jam.
A march of about 6 miles brought them to the trucks, hopelessly caught among the
thousands of trucks on that one road. Each man took a heavy load of rations and trudged
back six miles through the mud to the hungry men at our battalion camp. Perhaps they
did not receive a joyful welcome on their arrival at the billets!
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At Stormey on Nov. 7th we received official notice that German delegates were entering
the Allied lines to beg for an armistice. We had heard persistent rumors for several days
that Germany was begging for peace terms, but we had heard so many false reports that
we did not give credence to anything unofficial. However, we knew from the evidences
on every hand of the complete rout of the Germans that their resistance was broken, and
we felt sure that it was only a matter of a few days until the end would come. We
understood that we were to go to Sedan the next day, but orders to move did not come, so
we remained at Stonney several days resting, while negotiations for an armistice were in
progress.
Stonney had been in German hands for four years, being on the frontier of Luxemburg,
which they had overrun in the first days of the war. They had taken all the able bodied
men and many of the women to Germany, where they forced them to work in munition
plants, etc. While we were at Stonney numbers of these people began to return to their
homes; and we saw hundreds of returning refuges who had fled Germanward before the
awful tide of death and destruction accompanying the advancing battle lines. These poor
old men, women, and children were directed by German officers to go to the church in
Stonney and wait for the Americans, who would allow them to return to what was left of
their old homes. When there were about 1100 of them in the church (so the French
officer attached to our Battalion was told by these refuges) an American officer found a
loose wire end beside the church, which upon being followed up, led to a quantity of
dynamite planted under the building. The Germans evidently expected some one to pull
the wire through curiosity, and blow those hundreds of poor refuges to eternity. Oh, the
treachery of the Huns, even in acknowledged defeat!
At the farm where we were billeted, the women had remained, and German officers had
been billeted in the house. When they left the day before our arrival, they took with them
a 16 year old girl of the family, and her mother never expected to see her again.
On Nov. 9th it was very apparent to us that we would have no more war, for the 6th
Division was turned back and we retraced our steps along the same route we had come.
We had been on the march for 2 weeks, trying to catch up with the fast receding battle
line. A t Stonney we were just getting under shell fire again. Our medical captain had
never been under fire before, and when several shells burst in the air just above us on the
march up to Stonney, he turned deathly pale. Be had left his gas mask on his truck, and,
fearing that some of the duds might be gas shells, he was frantically running about in
search of his mask. Some one asked him why he was so pale, and his reply was, "I just
had a close shave up the road there." But the whiskers on his face clearly indicated the
nature of the close shave he had just had.
The first night after we began our backward march we spent at Bruieulles, where the
Germans had dynamited a long fill over a small stream, and this was largely responsible
for the jamming of the other roads as we had advanced. The engineers were building a
corduroy road of saplings through the swamp around the wrecked fill. The night of Nov.
10th we spent at Talma Farm, just outside the village of Grand Pre. During the night a
courier brought a message to Major Beam that hostilities would cease at 11 o'clock next

morning. A t last it was allover! The Battalion officers were sleeping on the rock floor in
a little 3-room cabin whose top had been shot off. One by one we woke to learn the glad
news, but we were all too tired to make much demonstration. Big Bill Edwards was
snoring right on through it all. Finally, some one roused him up and told him the glad
news. Then there came this characteristic remark from Bill: "Go to h---; why can't you
guys cut out that d---d noise and let me sleep?" Then after a few minutes he
remembered something and said: "Buck, I want those 300 francs tomorrow." Only the
night before Buck Ewing had bet him 300 francs that hostilities would not end in less
than 30 days. Perhaps that is why Ewing had played "possum" while the rest of us were
discussing the message. Paying the bet the next morning, Buck remarked that "it was
worth that much to end this horrible war. I should have made that bet long ago. I always
lose.
November 11, 1918!!! The day the whole world was riotously celebrating the arrival of
peace, we marched southward, with lighter hearts perhaps, but with little apparent
difference of spirit. For, even on Armistice Day, the "Sight Seeing Sixth" Division had
its regular 15 kilometer march to make through the mud and rain, war or no war! And we
could not help feeling that, with all our intensive training, the 3,000 mile trip overseas,
and the forced marches through heat and cold, Fritz had cheated us out of a chance to
measure our ability with his, and we wanted a chance to come to grips with him at close
range. In the Vosges sector he would not show his head above the parapet of his
trenches, and on the Meuse-Argonne front the armistice saved him from a terrible
licking! He threw up his hands and cried "Komerad" as soon as he learned that the Sixth
U. S. Regulars had reached the front! That is the way our doughboys figured it out as
they trudged along on that first Armistice Day under their heavy packs. We had missed
just about enough square meals to make us mad enough to want to fight.
We learned afterward that the reason we were held up on Nov. 7th at Stonney, just as we
were getting close enough to go into action on the Meuse-Argonne front, was that an
enormous drive had been planned for the 14th of November, which would surround and
cut off the German stronghold of Metz, which was the German off-set to the French
fortress city of Verdun in the Franco-German frontier defenses. American divisions were
so thick along the Meuse river that they were in each other's way; so several were pulled
back to take part in the Metz offensive, in case the armistice should not be signed. The
fact that this drive was planned was no doubt well known to the Germans, and this was
perhaps one reason they were so willing to make peace terms. But the conflict ended just
when the American armies were getting into position to show the world what they could
do. When the war ended Pershing had almost three times as many combat divisions
available as he was really using, and they were swarming on all the roads and jamming
them. Within a few weeks more we would have carried the war across the Rhine into the
enemy's country. But he cheated us out of this opportunity for sweet revenge by running
up the white flag of surrender!
We received the news of the signing of the armistice about mid-night, November 10th,
near the ruined town of Grand Pre. As a matter of fact, this was several hours before the
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actual signing took place; but it was so evident that the German emissaries would sign,
that orders were sent out that night that firing would cease at 11 A. M. the next day—
"11 A. M. 11/11/18." We learned afterward that America was four days "previous" in
her celebration, for the news that the German plenipotentiaries had entered our lines to
arrange an armistice was taken to mean the end of Hostilities; and the dawn of peace was
celebrated almost as much at home on November 7th as on November 1 lth, although
thousands of soldiers needlessly lost their lives during those four days of negotiations.
Armistice Day recalls to memory two little incidents. We had no celebration whatever—
just the daily grind which we had been enduring for weeks: rise long before day, roll
packs, eat breakfast, and march until 2 or 3 P. M. every day in rain and mud. Such a
routine had come to be a part of our daily lives. So on the llth we were on the march
early, with no ringing of bells or anything to show that the day was different from any
other day, save for these two incidents which were so unusual that all of us remarked
about them:
We were meeting a battery of French artillery, and as they usually took up all the road
(both right and left) we stopped on the side of the road to let them pass. We had at that
time been in France four months, and during most of that time we had been in more or
less contact with French troops; yet in that one battery on Armistice Day we saw two
things that we had not seen before in the French army—a mustacheless soldier and a
smiling face! O f course some of the "poilus" were too young to have mustaches, but they
all had at least a little fuzz. But this fellow was old enough to have one and he did not.
And some of those fellows were actually smiling, their faces cracked wide open from ear
to ear. Until that day of the armistice they had never expected to win the war. Those
with whom we had talked, trying to cheer them with predictions that the war would soon
be finished ("Le gume fini tout de suite",) had always shaken their heads sadly and
murmured "Longtemps" (a long time.) They apparently had settled down to fighting the
Germans as their lifetime job. As for the guy without his mustache, perhaps he had
wagered it, his most cherished possession, that the war would never end!
But it had indeed ended, and we were now on the march away from Berlin, instead of
toward it, as we had been saying for months. For the first time we were heading for the
"best land in the world—God's own country."
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CHAPTER TEN
HISTORIC VERDUN "THEY SHALL NOT PASS."
For the next three days succeeding the Armistice, we marched southward through the
most famous battleground of all time. Two years earlier, in the spring and summer of
1916, most of us had neglected our work (we were all civilians then) long enough to read
with bated breath of the German Crown Prince's reckless expenditure of men and
munitions as he tried to take the coveted French strong-hold of Verdun, and of the
brilliant defense of the fortress by the brave forces of General Petain, whose "They shall
not pass" so electrified his gallant men that they successfully denied the city to the Hun
and made its peerless defenders immortal.
Little did we think at that time that in a few months we would ourselves be a part of a
great army marching through those battlefields, seeing with our own eyes the horrors and
the immensities of the conflict of which we read. But the awful scars were there before
us, and they will remain there for generations. We marched not through but over towns
that had utterly ceased to exist, piles of earth that once had been Fleville, Montfaucon,
Malancourt, Cumieres, Varermes, Avecourt, and hundreds of others. Oft times, a rude
signboard bearing the name was all that remained of the quaint little towns. A t
Montfaucon I saw the largest single shell hole of my experience. A large cemetery in the
town had been uprooted by a barrage from heavy guns, and in its center was a shell hole
which we estimated to be 20 feet deep in the center and fully 15 yards across the top.
The 100 (or more) year old corpses and the costly monuments strewn around so
carelessly made a gruesome sight which I shall never forget. A l l that remained of one
little town over which we passed was a 10 foot section of iron picket fence. Not another
thing indicated that there had been a town there except heaps of scattered stones and a
signboard set up as a marker.
On November 15th we reached the suburbs of Verdun and billeted for the night in the
much battered barracks at Jardin Fontaine, where part of the enormous French garrison of
Verdun was quartered in peace times. For Verdun was one of the four strongest out-posts
on the French frontier, and for 40 years the French had been fortifying it anew against the
time when the inevitable test of strength with the Teutons should come. But more about
the defenses of Verdun later.
After spending a comfortable night in the good barracks at Jardin Fontaine, our hopes of
spending several days there, where we had such nice quarters, were shattered and we
marched on next day through the shattered and ruined city and camped about 4
kilometers east of it, in the ruins of another Old French garrison, Caseme Marceau. Here
we remained for about a week, and we were ready for a rest, too. We had been
constantly on the march for more than two weeks, and, though we did not know it then,
we had another two weeks' march ahead of us.
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While resting here we had an opportunity to see something of the famous old fortress and
its environs -- an opportunity I would not have missed for anything else I saw in Europe,
except the few weeks actual service in the front line in the Vosges and in the Argonne
Forest. In a valley just below our camp was a military cemetery, in which about 5,000 of
the flower of the French army was buried. I well remember how my heart went out to an
old woman I saw there one day putting a wreath on a loved one's grave. She evidently
had come a long distance, and as civilians were just then being allowed to enter this zone,
it was perhaps her first visit to his grave. Like all the other floral designs used in French
cemeteries, her wreath was made of beautiful glass beads of various colors, and was more
or less permanent. On all sides were these enormous cemeteries, and, as if they were not
large enough to contain the thousands of noble dead, the hills and fields were strewn
thick with graves, heroes buried where they fell, with no other marker than a rude cross
supporting the little circular tricolor of France, sometimes with a name plate, sometimes
without. Some distance from the city were other thousands of graves -- Germans.
When one considers the natural defenses of Verdun in connection with the vast system of
forts which surround it, he can understand why the Crown Prince's awful sacrifices in his
long siege were of no avail. The city is built on a low, almost circular hill, around which
flows the Meuse River. This low hill is in a shallow valley which is surrounded by high
ridges, which make several concentric circles around the city. These ridges range from 5
to 10 miles from the city, and they are almost as high as low mountain ranges, their
sloping sides being sometimes several miles from top to bottom. Each of these heights
had been made a veritable Gibralter, with scores of great forts mounting disappearing
guns and underground passages form one to another. In addition, these hills were
encircled with a network of railroads on which in 1916 were thousands of powerful guns,
mounted on flat cars and capable of being moved wherever they were most needed. As
far as eye could reach was a maze of wire and trenches, and the hills were honeycombed
with dugouts and subterranean passages. The city itself was surrounded by a tremendous
old wall, outside of which was the old-fashioned moat which could be filled with the
waters from the nearby Meuse. Barbed wire was stretched up to the very walls and even
within them, showing the defenders intentions to defend the city to the very last ditch.
No wonder Verdun withstood the Prince's awful assault, while the world held its breath!
The most wonderful piece of engineering at Verdun is the underground city, or The
Citadel. I t has ample facilities for caring for 40,000 or 50,000 men. There are miles and
miles of streets - tunnels - cut out under the city proper, all on a level, electrically lighted
and equipped with narrow tracks and push cars for moving munitions and supplies. In
huge excavations leading off from these streets were barracks or sleeping quarters, a
hospital, bakery, chapel, moving picture theater, and the inevitable wine shop, for the
poilu could not live or fight without his wine.
During these days at Verdun we did not attempt much drilling, but rested and tried to
keep warm; for on those high, bleak, windswept hills it was awfully cold, even in midNovember. One day I took a truck trip of about 200 miles down the Meuse River to the
Luxemburg frontier, through much of the territory where the fighting in the six months'
battle for Verdun was waged, and I also followed for miles in the wake of the hordes of
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retreating Germans, as they forsook all and fled ignominiously back behind their beloved
Rhine. During their four years occupation of that area, they had tried to Germanize the
towns and it seemed rather incongruous to see German names and signs painted on the
little French shops. They had cultivated the fields to the limit and were in the midst of
gathering their carrot, turnip, and beet crops when they had to leave. On that one day's
trip I saw more turnips pulled up and piled in the fields than I thought there were in the
world. This part of France had escaped devastation entirely, for the Germans had
occupied it during the first days of the war, before the French defenses were organized,
and it was beyond the Verdun battleground. But all the able-bodied men had been taken
to Germany, and the women were forced to work the field for the conquerors.
After nearly a week's rest at Verdun, the Sixth Division began on Nov. 20th a 16 day
march southward through Eastern France. We had hoped that we would be put n the
army of occupation, for we wanted to see Germany, too, while we were making our
reputation as the Sight Seeing Sixth; but our long distance views of it through our field
glasses from the tops of the Vosges Mountains were all we saw of Germany. With only
two rest days in two weeks we covered (on our hob-nails) about 200 miles, billeting in a
different little own every night. Dysentery, which became almost an epidemic at Verdun,
and English hob-nails tried us sorely en route. We had worn out our own good old
comfortable hobs on previous marches, and about this time our army took over millions
of pairs from the British. These had no shape at all, and wooden or iron shoes would not
have been any more unbending. The feet of many a good soldier were ruined by these
same shoes, which were not fit for a man to wear. I tried to wear a pair for several days,
and my insteps gave me quite a bit of trouble, and I fear my arches will always be a bit
weak. I was finally forced to throw my pair away and finish the hike in my heavy boots.
Dragging them 12 or 15 miles a day every day was quite a trying experience.
On this trip I had my first experience as billeting officer. Our route and the billeting town
for each night had been carefully planned before we started. Each day an officer and an
interpreter were sent ahead in a little Ford truck to make billeting arrangements for the
400 men and 15 officers for the next night. Having such a small outfit, we usually got
very good billets, for the tiniest hamlets usually had several barns filled with hay, and our
foot-sore men wanted nothing better. Three officers, of whom I was one, were detailed
on billeting duty for the long march, so that each billeted the Battalion every third night.
We very seldom ever found much trouble in securing billets, unless we were to billet in
the same town with another outfit; in which case it became a race between the billeting
details of the two outfits, rank, etc. entering into the matter in no small degree. During
these days rank was the bane of our existence. I t was easier to billet 400 men than 15
officers. The billeting officer would assign what he considered the best billets to the
Major and the three Captains in the order of rank, and so on down the line. Usually the
good billets were exhausted by the time the second Louies were reached, and sometimes
they had to sleep two to in a single bed, which seemed to be the only kind the Frenchies
had. If, perchance, a lieutenant happened to get a billet which a captain thought better
than his own, "Presto, Change," and RANK asserted itself. One of our Captains (Dexter)
who had come up the hard way from a Buck in the regular army, never used his
prerogative at all, being satisfied with whatever came his way; but the Medico and the
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other Line Captain were especially good at this. On one occasion during our early
experiences, after we had spent two days and a night on a truck, my own captain would
not allow one of the other 12 officers whom he ranked to select a billet and arrange
himself and his things for the night until he had personally inspected all 13 billets and
selected the one which appealed to him most. But this was in our first days in France.
After we had really started to hiking (sightseeing!) he was usually too tired for such
foolishness; but he nearly always got the best billet.
It might interest some to know how we proceeded to find billets in a strange little town
for so many. With his interpreter the billeting officer would go on 24 hours in advance of
the Battalion to the town where we would spend the next night. There he would first find
"Monsieur, le Maire," who, understand, was a regular little king in his village, for he
could show the largest manure pile in his front yard. His word was accepted
unquestionably as law, and no man dared withstand him.
Each town in Northern France was card-indexed, we might say, by the French
government for billeting troops. Each hay mow, loft, stable, and house were placarded
with a neat little board outside the front door, on which was printed figures like these:
#3

0 1
H 1 8
C 6 ,

which meant that in the house and barn by crowding there were billets for one officer, 18
enlisted men, and 6 horses, and that it was billet #3 on the official schedule of billets for
the town or area. This list of billets was kept by the mayor, and when we informed him
how many officers, men, horses or trucks we had to care for, he very obligingly took us
round to all available billets and let us select what we needed. These old fellows (always
above army age) were always our best friends and invariably stood between us and their
grafting constituents. They were always most polite to us, and never too busy to attend to
our many wants. We billeting officers made four copies of our billeting lists, showing
the names of the owners, the number of officers and enlisted men in each billet, and then
we calculated what the United States Army owed each landlord on the basis of one franc
per night per officer for his bed in the house, and one franc per 20 men for their sleeping
space in the hay in the barn or loft. ( A franc was then worth about 180 in "honest to God
money.") Before we could leave a town we had to get a clearance from each of the
landlords, certifying that we had not damaged his property; and right there the fun
commenced. Talk about profiteering! Meat packers and shoe manufacturers back home
must have stolen their ideas from those old moss-back Frog peasants. They were the
original hold-up men. When it came to a matter of francs and centimes, their gratitude to
us for keeping the Germans off their necks played out. They wanted damages for
everything. I f our men moved some loose straw from one side of the loft to the other to
make a better bed, "Froggie" wanted the equivalent of $5 or $10 for damages, because
"my cows won't eat it now." Some recommendation for the cleanly habits of the
American doughboy! But baths were rather infrequent in those days of wandering.
Usually, however, in such cases we called the mayor, who soon talked the would-be
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robbers into signing our receipt gratis for the "benefacteurs de La Belle France," as he
expressed it.
Aside from their greed for the money of the American millionaires, as they considered us
to be, the French people were all that could be asked in their treatment of us. They
seemed very appreciative of our assistance against the hated Boche; and they realized
that, but for our timely arrival, they would at that time have been taking orders from surly
and overbearing German masters. They cheerfully gave up their best rooms and beds for
the American officers, oftentimes inconveniencing themselves very much for our
comfort. And how delightful were those good old soft musty beds, after the rock floors
and hard or wet ground we had been sleeping on for the last few weeks. They were
musty, I believe, because they had never been sunned since the day they were made. But
there were about six months of the rainy season each year when there was no sunlight in
which to sun their bedding. And they were not overzealous believers in fresh air, either.
One old lady in whose house I billeted several days told me I was inviting sure death
because I kept my window open during the October nights. She was horrified and made
quite a story out of it in telling her French neighbors of my utter disregard for the laws of
hygiene. And yet, these people live to be riper ages than we do. A l l the beds I ever saw
in France were single, and the bedsteads are about 10 inches lower than ours. But they
build them up with straw mattresses about four deep, then they put one or two thick
feather mattresses on top of the straw ones. This makes the bed so high that one needs a
chair or a step-ladder to climb upon to get into it. I f this was not available, then one
backed across to the other side of the room, got a running start, and jumped into the
middle of it. I t took an athlete to climb into it any other way. And then they topped the
whole thing off with a contraption I never fully understood. Each bed had on it a
comfort, something like a pillow about three feet square and one foot thick, always a
bright red in color, and good for nothing but to slide off on the floor. It was not long
enough to reach to one's feet and shoulders at the same time, and, except in very severe
weather, it was too hot to sleep under; so we usually placed them on a chair or the floor
before we retired. When you got into the bed, you would sink out of sight in its billowy
depths, and the next thing you knew the bugler was sounding first call for reveille, and
you were swearing that he should be shot for waking you up in the middle of the night.
On this long march we passed through some of the grape growing country and saw some
of the people making wine in the streets. The smell was so intoxicating that I almost
became pifflicated from merely passing by the great piles of grape hulls and pulp rotting
in the wet streets. And the great droves of geese took advantage of the discard to imitate
their owners, making just as much chatter while sipping rainwater from those soured
hulls as did the Frogs while drinking it from bottles.
In the AEF the drinking of light wines and beer was allowed, but cognac and stronger
drinks were supposed to be barred. But in a country almost as wet with wines and liquors
as it was with rain, how could strong drink be kept from the two and a half million young
Americans, when they were allowed the freedom of the cafes to buy light drinks? On this
long hike just after the armistice, our Battalion suffered its second and third casualties, at
least one of which was due to drunkenness. Mechanic Antok came into to a billet one
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night pretty drunk and had a row with Cook Veverka, who had also been drinking. Antok
shot twice at Veverka in the dark, one shot giving Veverka a slight flesh wound, the other
instantly killing an 18 year old quiet, sober, sleeping boy named Ward, who never even
waked up. The other casualty was a Battalion Headquarters motorcycle rider, whose
name I have forgotten, and who was killed in a collision with a heavy truck about the
same time. These two deaths and that of the boy who was killed by the train at
Rennepont in August, all violent, were our only losses among approximately 400 men
during nine months overseas, and we did not have a single serious case of illness; this,
too, while the influenza epidemic of 1918 was carrying off hundreds of thousands back
home.
On this long hike southward from Verdun, we passed through Camp Dauvaust,
Foucaucourt, Villers-aux-Vents, Robert Espagne, St. Dizier, (here we saw a church 1500
years old!) Wassy, Arnaucourt, Bar-sur-Aube, La Ferte, (scene of our first billets)
Vaulaines, and finally on Dec. 6th, after 16 days of almost uninterrupted marching in the
wet and cold, we reached our winter quarters at Aignay-le-Duc, a little town in the
Department of Cote d'Or, meaning Hill of Gold, in eastern France. The last day of this
march saw the fulfillment of our dream of being a "Motorized Battalion," as the tables of
organization intended us to be all the time. Our trucks made two trips that day, and the
personnel rode into Aignay in great glee. By this time we had accumulated a number of
trucks, two large Pierce-Arrows, three GMCs, and a whole flock of little T-model Fords.
The tables of organization provided a Dodge Touring car for each officer of the Battalion
(motorized), but in actuality these dozen or so cars boiled down into one little motorcycle
side car, which the Major took for his own. I got to ride in it one day on a special
mission.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
IN WINTER QUARTERS - SEEING THE OTHER SIDE OF
FRENCH LIFE WHILE ON LEAVE
When we left Verdun on November 22nd, we thought we were bound for one of the
French seaports, there to await a transport back home. We had had hopes that we would
be put into the Army of Occupation and sent to Germany, and we would have been
willing to stay an extra 6 months overseas for a chance to see Germany. But the same
luck that kept us from catching up with the Germans in and beyond the Argonne Forest
kept us from participating in the "Watch on the Rhine." I t seems that the Sixth Division's
future claim to fame and glory was to be its record for long distance hiking, and for its
hard drinking! A t both of these feats I will wager that it broke all records in the AEF for
the same length of time There might be rival claims for the honors in drinking, but no
other division had a look-in on the hiking. We were told that we had to cover most of our
distance afoot because most of our trucks and equipment had been sunk while going
across. Whether that was true or not I do not know. But we certainly won and earned
(the hard way) the alliterative title, "Sight Seeing Sixth," and after the armistice we were
known by that name throughout the AU'. Some one once told a story at our expense
something like this: "After Pershing had returned to the States and reported all the
American troops were out of France, the War Department was checking up on the
Regular Army divisions and they could not locate the Sixth. Secretary of War Baker
asked Pershing where it was. The Commander-in-Chief was puzzled for a moment.
Then he replied that he had forgotten all about the Sixth, and failed to order it to stop
hiking. He supposed they were still "Sightseeing in France."
But neither Germany nor a port was our destination. Wearily we trudged our raindrenched way to East Central France, to Aignay-le-Duc, about 60 kilometers from the
flourishing city of Dijon, where we sometimes went for week-ends. Aignay became
Division headquarters until we should get orders to start back to the States, and the 16th
Machine Gun Battalion became flunkies for Division Headquarters, having to furnish
guard and wood details, working details, loading and unloading details, etc. Details of
one kind or another took so many of our personnel that sometimes we had only 8 or 10
men left for drill out of a whole company. Our most lasting detail was the road detail.
Their duty was to help the engineers mend and keep up the six macadam and topsoil
roads entering Aignay - three kilometers out in each direction. For 5 weeks it snowed a
little almost every day, and as the sun had also gone into winter quarters we had to shovel
this snow out of the roads each day. American army trucks cut the roads into holes, and
our authorities had made an agreement to turn all roads back into the hands of the French
in as good repair as we found them. Their system of good roads is about the only thing I
saw in France which America would do well to copy. The brass hats were very particular
about these roads, because the French authorities were also particular, and justly proud of
them. So we had to haul rock from the numerous quarries along the roads, crack it and
pound it down into the holes and ruts. Somehow it always hurt me to see good honest
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American soldiers sitting in the snow, dressed in blue overalls, "making little rocks out of
big ones," with their sledge hammers, for $1.20 a day. I t seemed that striped suits would
have been more appropriate for the job they were doing. How we did hate these road
details. Perhaps if the American soldiers who did not get overseas had been kept at work
on the roads in America a few months after the Armistice (as we were doing in France)
we might have some good roads at home, too, as only the important highways are now
paved. Those of us who were in France realize more than some others the importance of
good hard roads in war times. The wonderful hard, smooth (though not paved) roads of
France played a powerful part in defeating the plans of the Huns for overrunning the rest
of the world.
So the weary weeks passed in our winter quarters. Every day was like every other day
except that some days it rained and others it snowed. Our overseas caps were never any
protection against anything stronger than moonlight, so we wore our steel helmets most
of the time. These were rainproof as well as bulletproof, but prone to give one a
headache.
In the AEF a seven day leave or pass was allowed every man every four months. But
when our first four months expired, we were in the Neuse-Argonne drive, and all leaves
were cancelled. When we reached Aignay, however, we began to send men on pass,
about 25% of our strength at a time. And in connection with these passes the YMCA did
some of their best work, counterbalancing to some extent the shortcomings of that
organization in some other respects. Certain areas in Southern France were set apart as
leave areas, where the government and the YMCA co-operated to give the boys a good
time. Together they chartered numbers of the best hotels in these areas, put waiters and
butlers in them, served thousands of doughboys dinners free, and let them sleep in real
hotel beds, the first beds thousands of them had slept in since leaving America. Shows
and entertainments were provided, all without cost to the soldiers; and the boys, who had
seen nothing but the poor little devastated towns and the peasant class with their poor
garments and wooden shoes ("sabots") began to see the other side of the picture. The
rains of Northern and Central France were forgotten in the summer like sunshine of the
Midi and the Riviera, and the peasant class gave way to the more cultivated and wealthier
people who lived far away from the ravages of war, and who seemed not to have felt the
scourges so much.
Captain Herrick and I took our leave together during the last half of December. We
wanted to see Paris, of course, but there was so much red tape about getting a pass to the
Capital that we did not attempt it. It was a strange thing that, although comparatively few
passes to Paris were issued, practically every officer and many of the enlisted men spent
from one day to several months there. There was a saying among the solders that all
roads led through Paris. No matter where your pass was good for, you could usually buy
a ticket to Paris on it, and, once there, you were allowed 24 hours to catch a train going to
the destination called for on your pass.
We went by Ford truck to Dijon, about 50 kilometers from where we were spending the
winter. There we spent the night of Dec. 14th. We had a seven days' leave to be spent in
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Nice, in the French Rivera on the Mediterranean, Now Dijon is on the main trunk line
railway from Paris to Nice. But "all roads lead to Paris," so we bought tickets to Paris
instead of to Nice and reached Paris the night of Dec. 15th, the day after Pres. Wilson had
arrived there and staged his great triumphant parade. We found the city decked in gala
attire, bedecked in the Tr-color and the Stars and Stripes, and trying to accustom itself to
the thousands of bright lights, turned on recently for the first time in 4 awful years of
darkness and terror of aerial marauders. Thousands of soldiers of almost every
nationality except the Germans and their allies roamed the streets and boulevards merrily
swinging hands with little mademoiselles, throwing confetti and snatching American
overseas caps for souvenirs - all imbibing freely of the juice of the vine, good-naturedly
kissing almost everything that came by. I shall never forget the good-natured mob that
surged through the Boulevard des Italians that first night in Paris, cheering for Wilson,
the Allies, the American "Soldats-" every one loving every one else. Where space
permitted crowds of soldiers and girls, joining hands irrespective of nationality or color,
would run down the street and encircle one or more persons and hold them prisoner in a
circle until they kissed every one of the opposite sex among their captors. Oh, those
mademoiselles!!! "Oo-la-la!" Whole chapters could be written about them. But that is
not the subject of this little book. Suffice it to say that the more I saw of them, the more
thankful I was for our pure, virtuous American girls. Doubtless there are many girls in
France with these two characteristics, but I never heard of anyone who discovered one of
them.
In Paris I saw Pres. and Mrs. Wilson, Pres. and Madame Poincare, Premier Clemenceau,
General Pershing, and numerous other notables in a parade witnessed by hundreds of
thousands, perhaps a million. I have heard conflicting stories about Wilson's popularity
in France at a later date, but I am sure that on that day he was easily the popular favorite
in all the allied nations. In Dijon one of the principle squares or plazas was renamed in
his honor. The parade I saw in Paris was a triumphal march, in which he and Mrs.
Wilson and Pershing received the lions' share of the honors.
Upon arriving in Paris Herrick and I were issued a permit for 24 hours to permit us to
secure reservations on a train for Nice. As we had hoped, the next train out was already
sold out, so we went back to the Assistant Provost Marshall and told him we could not
get passage until the next night. He had already told us (with a wink) that this would be
the case, so he extended our passes for another 24 hours. That night we attended a show
at the Follies Bergere. I t was a very good performance, mostly in English in compliment
to the majority of the audience, although what we saw and heard on the stage was
practically the same in any language!!!
Next day we hired a good, well-educated Jewish guide, who showed us the wonders of
that most beautiful city in the world. Until then I did not know that a city could be built
so artistically. Among other things we saw the Louvre, Place de La Concorde, Arch of
Triumph, the Eiffel Tower (the highest structure in the world,) the Madelaine, the Bastille
Tower, the Cathedral of St. Gervais (still showing the bloodstains of the 58 women killed
in it the preceding Good Friday by a shell from the long range German gun 75 miles
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away,) the Metro subway, Notre Dame Cathedral, and many other world famed sights.
We were SIGHTSEEING FOR SURE at this time.
After two wonderful days in the capital, we boarded a fast train on the P. L. and M.
Chemin de Fer and went back through our starting point at Dijon, on to Lyons, the second
largest city of France. The French trains are unacquainted with sleeping car luxuries, at
least they were at that time, so one must make short trips and frequent stops for rest. We
spent a night and part of a day in Lyons very pleasantly, and saw another play in the
theatre there. Lyons is a great manufacturing city, and her silk mills are, I believe, among
the largest in the world. But we were somewhat disappointed in Lyons, as we were also
the next day in the great shipping port, the cosmopolitan city of Marseille on the
Mediterranean Sea. We spent a night there and found it a dirty, ill-smelling, ancient city,
where live people from all over the world. A t the theatre we saw the famous dancer,
Gaby Deslys, dancing in her native city. I t was on account of his intrigues with this
dancing girl, you will remember, that Manuel, king of Portugal, lost his throne.
Next day we went on to Cannes, a beautiful little city on the Sea, not far from Nice. As
Cannes was in the Nice area, our 7 day leaves commenced on our arrival there. We had
taken about 5 days to arrive there, but that was not charged against us. Which was
nothing but fair, considering that much of our time was taken up on the trip in complying
with the regulations about registering in and out of each place, standing in long waiting
lines to write out our life history - when and where we were born, our nationality and that
of our parents, whence and whither traveling, stopping place in town, length of visit, and
finally "name, rank, and organization:" Then at each hotel the same red tape all over
again.
We fell in love with little Cannes and the entire vicinity. There is just as much difference
between this part of France and the parts we had been in previously as between day and
night. Just as it always rained in the one, the sun seemed always to shine in the other.
We were there Christmas week, and the grass was everywhere green, the oranges and
lemons were ripening, and the most beautiful flowers were blooming -- geraniums higher
than our heads growing wild everywhere in great profusion. And those beautiful tourist
hotels! This section had been for years the Mecca for English and American tourists, and
English was spoken on all sides. In fact it was easy to imagine that one was on the East
Coast of Florida. The waiters were nearly all Swiss, and I have never seen their equals
anywhere. To see them help your plate, holding a dish in their left hand, and using both
fork and spoon together in their right, no matter what they were putting on your plate,
was a treat. To see them lift the bones out of a delicious fish repaid one for many of the
inconveniences and hardships of the war. Tennis courts and golf links abounded, and I
played a few sets of tennis one morning on the grounds of the Grand Hotel at Cannes.
We took several short trips on the electric trolley which skirts the beautiful indigo-blue
waters of the Sea, one of them being to the old town of Antibes, where Napolean landed
after escaping from Elba, before launching the campaign that ended so disastrously for
him at Waterloo.
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After a few days at Cannes, we moved on to Nice, a larger but more crowded city. We
were not able to get a very good hotel there, and perhaps that is why we did not like Nice
as well as Cannes. But it was also beautiful. We spent a very pleasant Christmas day
seeing the little principality of Monaco, most of which is covered by the little city of
Monte Carlo. We went into the world famous gaming place, the renowned Casino of
Monte Carlo; and, although no uniformed men were allowed in the gambling rooms wile
the games were in progress, obliging attendants held the massive doors open and allowed
us to go to a white line just past the threshold, where we could see the games inside. The
are called games, but the serious faces and demeanor of the people I saw at the tables
indicated that "games" was a misnomer. We enjoyed a visit to the castle on top of a
nearby mountain peak and saw the wonderful museum of the Prince of Monte Caarlo,
and we were surprised to learn that he is one of the world's greatest authorities on
animals, birds, fish, etc., and an Antarctic explorer of note. I had always thought of him
as a sport and gambler, but he leases the Casino for some millions of dollars annually,
and he has no connection otherwise with the gambling. We ate an elegant turkey dinner
(Christmas) at the Cafe de Paris, just opposite the Casino. Later in the afternoon we went
on the trolley to the Italian boundary, just beyond the town of Menton, and walked across
a bridge on to Italian soil until stopped by a white American and a French African negro
military police, who were guarding the international line.
We spent the rest of our 7-day leave very pleasantly in around Nice, and during that time
we revised considerably our previous impressions of the country and the people of
France. I f the war had been fought in the southern part instead of the northern part of
France, returning soldiers would bring back a very different account. I t was with rather
heavy hearts that we packed up and began our return trip to our Battalion in the dreary,
eve rainy or snowy section which was our winter quarters. We reached Aignay le Duc on
the last of day of the year and resumed our weary life of road-working, snow-shoveling,
and useless maneuvering with our heavy machine guns in rain and snow, tramping 10 or
12 miles daily for a week at time over the snow-covered terrain, simulating sham battles
with an imaginary enemy. Imagine the interest we took in such foolishness, preparing for
the "next war," when all we could think of was: "When do we start home?' We were
through with war forever (we thought), "fed up on it" as the expressions was, and sham
battles were the least of our worries. But the weary weeks rolled on, and it seemed that
we were to be kept in that desolate country forever, while our best days were passing, and
we knew that we would have to make a new start in life when we got home, if ever we
should be so lucky as to get there again. So we just ate our hearts out, longing as never
before for home. I t was during this time that I worked up the notes for this little diary.
About the first of the year Division Headquarters decided that troops were getting too
thick around Aignay-le-Duc. This crowding was due, no doubt, to the increased number
of lackey troops being brought in to wait on the Brass Hats of the Staff. About this time
in our overseas careers, more than one personal orderly was required to wait on and
manage some of the harder drinking officers. One of our staff majors (a medico) was
said to have ridden his boots and spurs right into bed one night, much to the chagrin and
indignation of the Madame who owned his billet. The more I saw of staff officers and
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such like the prouder I was of the fact that I was a line officer, even if I was only a second
lieutenant who did not get much chance at action.
But I have digressed. I was saying that it became crowded at Aignay, so A Co. was
ordered to move to a little hamlet 3 or 4 kilometers from Aignay, called Duesme. There
we found 6 houses and about as many barns, a large school and church. We found plenty
of good billets, and there was only one road to be snow-shoveled, as against half a dozen
leading into Aignay. so we were glad of the change. Lieut. Margeson and I, together
with our orderlies Wilking and Provenzo, had two good rooms over the blacksmith shop.
Drills and schools and maneuvers kept us right well occupied during the days, and we
spent the evenings in various ways. The chaplain began to get from somewhere a number
of books and magazines, which he let us have, and we always had letters to read and
answer. Margeson used to kid me about reading and re-reading certain little square
enveloped letters, which bore a Washington, D.C. postmark! And he said I spent all my
evenings answering them, but most of that time I was writing up these notes (for this
book,) and what do you suppose my three companions were doing while I was writing?
Grumbling about being kept indefinitely in such a God-forsaken country, and "reading
their shirts." To the uninitiated, this latter may need a little explanation. Translated, it
means "Cooty hunting," and such a sport! Even now I can hear Margeson saying, "Great
God, Dev, look what a big one." For weeks he had been itching and scratching, but he
indignantly denied that he was infested with these body lice. Finally, one night Provenzo
said to Margeson, "Take off your shirt, Lieutenant, I'm going to read it." Margeson did
so, and you can imagine his chagrin when Provenzo gleefully picked off 40 or more
cooties, some of which the little Italian swore were wearing 4 gold service stripes on their
backs (24 months of overseas service.) O f course no one admits now that he had cooties
himself, particularly the officers, but it is a fact that I did not have them, even though the
other three in our billets did have some. This fact is almost as unbelievable as the other
one that I did not take a drink of either wine or beer during my nine months' service
overseas. No one credits either statement. M y platoon could lay claim to one distinction
which I do not believe was equaled anywhere in the AEF: its Battalion commander
(Major Herrick,) and its Platoon leader (myself) were total abstainers, even in France.
The Frogs did not understand how we could live without drinking wines and liquors.
They very often felt insulted when we begged to be excused from sampling a bottle with
them in their homes.
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